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Welcome to the Autumn 2021 issue of Airside
International, which offers a lead up to what
will hopefully be the resumption of the
industry events that are so important to the
airport industry and its ramp operations. The
International GSE Expo is scheduled for 5-7
October in Las Vegas and inter airport Europe is
scheduled for Munich on 9-12 November, as well
as our own event, the virtual GSE & RAMP-OPS
Digital, to be held on 3-4 November.
While there are certainly indicators that the
world’s aviation industry is starting to recover
from the doldrums of last year and the first half
of this year, there is no doubt that for those
manufacturers that supply the GSE and various
ramp operations infrastructure on which airport
operations depend, there are still challenging
times ahead. We hope that there is a strong
presence at these industry shows, of both
suppliers and buyers.
In the meantime, there is plenty within these
pages to enjoy. A focus of this issue are the
ground service providers that do so much to
ensure ramp operations go so smoothly. We
meet Swissport’s new(ish) president and CEO,
Warwick Brady, as well as talk to Menzies about
its commitment to sustainability in its global
operations and to ABM Aviation and Widerøe
Ground Handling about how they have coped
with the industry’s disastrous downturn.
Airside also talks with dnata, another of the big
handlers, in its case about its bussing operations
in Dubai and the focus it puts on this customerfacing element of its service provision. That

article serves as a complement to one of this
issue’s features, on apron bussing, and how
those involved in it are reflecting a changing
market for on-apron buses.
Other features include aircraft de-icing
– an example of constancy amidst the
fluctuations in the nature and intensity of
ramp operations of late – as well as the
ground power unit (GPU) market, and how
the trend towards greener power sources
continues unabated. Plus, in the tugs and
tractors feature, we note how collaboration
is such an important part of today’s
approach to aircraft apron towing.
Innovation has been a key factor in many
GSE suppliers’ response to the industry
situation. Resourceful as ever, we see
that manufacturers and suppliers such
as Mallaghan, Green Cubes Technology,
ATLASAVIA and K&M are developing their
product lines and reaping benefits as a result.
Smaller enterprises like Airside Airport
Equipment are also finding ways to survive the
challenges of the moment.
Plus, in a special three-part series in this Autumn
issue, we look at different products that have
been designed from the ground up as examples
of ‘Innovation in GSE’.
Amidst the challenges, some airports
continue to expand, and we take a look at
one such – Samarkand International Airport
in Uzbekistan – that is growing to meet the
demands of the future.
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A COBUS 3000 in operation at Zurich Airport

The changing
face of the
airport bus
market
Some of the previously big bus manufacturers
who delivered specialist products for airport apron
operations have chosen to focus their attention
elsewhere, while other suppliers are moving into this
sector. Meanwhile, the preference for electric buses in
airside operations is becoming more pronounced
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W

hile some of the big players
of a few years ago in terms
of apron bus manufacture
are no longer prioritising this
market (Germany’s MAN and
its subsidiary Neoplan for
example, along with Van Hool of Belgium), Chinese bus
manufacturers are certainly now seeing it as a potentially
lucrative one.
Meanwhile, the nature of the buses being supplied to – and
used within – this sector is also changing quite noticeably.
Most notable has been the trend for electric-powered
apron buses, part of the wider movement towards greener
airport infrastructure and equipment. As part of that
shift, specialists in electric vehicles and electric drive are
beginning to make inroads into the airport bus business.

Electric drive
Chinese bus manufacturers establishing themselves in
airside operations place great emphasis on electric drive.
Slovenia-based TAM-Europe has significant Chinese
investment and, as well as its focus on the airport market
with its VIVAIR buses, has moved into electric bus
provision with its VERO vehicle. And Zhengzhou-based
Yutong Bus Co, thought to be the world’s biggest bus
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manufacturer in terms of global sales
and a major developer of electric and
hybrid-powered buses, has apron buses in
operation – an electric version that went
into operation at Seville Airport in 2019
was Spain’s first fully electric apron bus
operation, for instance.
Meanwhile, Shenzhen-headquartered
BYD has 26 years of experience in battery
research and development, production
and application, and claims to be not
only the first but also the only automobile
manufacturer to produce its own power
train system, battery, motors and motor
control system.
BYD has sold over 65,000 eBuses around the
world and, as it part of its emphasis on zero
emissions and ‘pure-electric transportation’,
it points to the fact that it is the only
coach and bus supplier to offer ‘total
transport solutions’: not only providing
electric vehicles but also complementary
technologies such as charging, software,
energy storage and even solar energy
generation.

Solar-powered 12m-long
BYD buses are in use at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

BYD’s eBuses are powered by its own
iron-phosphate battery technology which
offers what it describes as “unique levels of
safety and reliability”, especially important
when moving passengers in such a unique
environment as airports. BYD batteries also
offer long driving ranges on a single charge.
Electric buses are ideal for airports because
they can be easily charged there, BYD
opines, allowing continuous operation and

avoiding the risk of compromosing tight
flight schedules, especially at hub and other
busy airports.
BYD Europe was founded in Rotterdam,
in the Netherlands, in 1998 as BYD’s
first overseas subsidiary (although BYD
Netherlands subsequently moved to nearby
Schiedam in 2015). Since its founding,
BYD Europe has placed over 2,000 eBuses
all over Europe. Today, its eBuses operate

FEEL THE POWER
OF ELECTRICITY
COBUS Industries GmbH, the worldwide leading
manufacturer of low-floor airport buses, provides
sustainable solutions for all requirements.

More information about
our products and services:
www.cobus-industries.com
COBUS Anzeige/AIRSIDE INTERN 186x120mm fin.indd 1

04.08.21 16:06
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advice to operators about battery maintenance,” Ho
informs. This has enabled customers to preserve their
batteries in good condition even during times when buses
are not in operation every day due to lockdown restrictions
and passenger travel limitations.
Given the emphasis on ‘going green’ that exists in the
aviation industry at the moment, many believe that demand
for eBuses is only likely to increase yet further once the
effects of the pandemic are behind us, and certainly Ho is of
the opinion that the future of the transport industry lies in
the development of environmentally friendly ‘new energy’
vehicles – specifically, battery-powered, purely electric
vehicles.
“The simplicity of electricity, and its storage make
e-mobility a compelling proposition across multiple
industry sectors,” he says. “Delivery of electricity does
not carry any burdensome complications, nor any
expensive requirements to ship, pressurise, store or
handle.
“Using electrical energy and battery electric vehicles
is really the best long-term option for public transport
operators. Battery-powered electric vehicle technology is
delivering tangible, sustainable benefits today. Therefore,
airports as well as other operators will see the benefits of
electric buses in their operations, and thus the demand
for these vehicles is undoubtedly expected to rise,” Ho
asserts.
A BYD bus at Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol

at European air gateways including include Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol in the Netherlands, where 35 BYD eBuses
have been acquired; Brussels Airport in Belgium; and
Glasgow Airport in Scotland.
Outside Europe, BYD eBuses are in service at airports as
far afield as Sydney Airport in Australia; Hartsfield-Jackson
in Atlanta and Los Angeles International Airport in the
US; and Shenzhen Airport in the group’s home market of
China. More recently, the group partnered with Japanese
carrier All Nippon Airways (ANA) to undertake trials of
an autonomous driving bus at Tokyo’s Haneda Airport.
Airports large and small are targeted as potential markets,
the company affirms.
BYD Europe’s managing director, Isbrand Ho, confirms
that the Covid-19 pandemic has affected the company
no less than others. Nevertheless, its commitment
to delivering zero-emission transport has remained
undimmed, Ho says, and its customers can continue to
rely on the “full backing from BYD’s customer support
and after-sales portfolio of services”.
Its parts distribution network has remained operational
and, additionally, “We have offered special service and
6
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German engineering
Many other automobile suppliers are now either devoting
more of their energies to electric drive or, indeed, are fully
focused on just that. Augsburg, Germany-headquartered
Quantron is a specialist in ‘e-mobility’, offering electric
trucks and transporters of various kinds, including buses.
For the airport market, it provides a number of vehicle
models that range from its small 3.5-tonne N1 chassis and
van, which can still be driven electrified with the European
B class driving licence, up to 4.25-tonne versions and then
in the middle range segment up to 12- or 16-tonne total
weight vehicles for catering applications, and aircraft
supply/service or surface sweepers of up to 28 tonnes’
total weight. And, in terms of larger passenger carriers,
Quantron offers buses for airside application of up to 50
tonnes (as well as various tractor units up to the same
weight that have airport-related applications).
For airport-based operations, reliability, ease of assembly
and ease of use are of fundamental importance, observes
Quantron’s head of product management, Reiner Dellori.
According to the different needs of different users, “There
are important prerequisites for bus body installation such
as power take-off, different wheelbases and cab variants.
In addition, the vehicle must work particularly efficiently
in order to use the stored energy [of the vehicle’s battery]
as well as possible for tasks at the airport. Quantron has

SWEEP YOUR AIRFIELD
BETTER, FASTER, SAFER
the fod*boss airfield sweeper is the cure for foreign object damage to aircraft, guaranteed
From its high collection capabilities to its amazing
speed and unrivalled efficiency it is not just the
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FOD*BOSS as the solution to combat Foreign Object
Debris.
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has a 10 year unconditional guarantee. Every element
from its design to the way it’s built sets it apart and
makes it the safest sweeping option. Tarmac sweeping
is essential, make every second count, do not leave
anything behind.
Put the FOD*BOSS to the test via one of our worldwide
specialist dealers. If at any time it is proven not to be
the worlds best FOD sweeper, return for refund.

The result is a virtually maintenance free tarmac
sweeper capable of removing dangerous material such
as rocks, metallic and non-metallic objects, luggage
hardware and even sand, that has a sweep width from
8ft./ 2.4m up to 24ft./ 7.3m and operates at speeds
up to 35mph/ 55 kph in wet or dry conditions.
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Contact us to arrange a demonstration and see for yourself what makes our sweeper trully exceptional:

www.fodboss.com or fodboss@aerosweep.com
The FOD*BOSS system is subject to patents and or patent applications
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special equipment and options available for
this.”
Like BYD, Quantron has seen an inevitable
decline in activity in the market over the
past 18 months or so. At the beginning of
the pandemic and the consequent downturn
in flight operations, the willingness to invest
in new systems and equipment across the
sector sank to a low point, Dellori recalls.
However, with the improvement of the
current situation in air travel and increasing
demand for zero-emission vehicles, the
willingness to invest in electric vehicles has
since improved significantly, he declares
more positively.
While Dellori expects demand for electric
vehicles in general to increase in the future,
smaller and more flexible buses are also
again in demand today for airside use, he
observes. Moreover, there is today a need to
convert existing vehicles to electric drive and
thereby give these vehicles a “second life on
the airport apron”, he advises, adding that
Quantron is “the right partner for this”.
Indeed, Dellori says, “In the airport
sector, specialists are required for the
electrification of vehicle fleets in order
to create a sensible needs analysis and
configure the right product. Quantron is set
up for this.”
Other bus suppliers – including elsewhere
in Germany – have also moved into electric
drive, appealing to their customers’ sense
of environmental responsibility. MAN
Truck & Bus, one of the world’s biggest
bus manufacturers (and of which German
bus and coach manufacturer Neoplan is a
subsidiary) makes vehicles built for fully
electric drive.
Although MAN doesn’t now offer bus
designs specifically for apron use, its vehicles
can of course be used both for terminal
shuttle operations and for passenger
transport on and off the apron, and Neoplan
buses have long been a common sight at
many airports around the world.

Dedication to the airport market
While a number of the bus manufacturers
now supplying into the aviation market are
relative newcomers to the airport sector,
and many of them focus most of their
efforts on other markets like intra-city or
inter-city bus and coach travel, Germany’s
8

COBUS is dedicated to ‘airport mobility’.
Prioritising the airport market has given it a
strong understanding of airport passengers’
needs as well as airport operators’
requirements, and helped it become a
leading player in this business – although
this same specialisation did, of course, leave
it somewhat vulnerable when the aviation
market collapsed following the outbreak of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Laila Engler, COBUS’s head of marketing and
sales manager, explains that the company has
taken the opportunity during the industry
downturn to develop elements of its portfolio
to further improve their attractiveness to
operators. For example, it has developed
a new air conditioning (AC) system for its
e.COBUS 3000 for hot environments such
as Texas in the US, where examples of this
model now operate.
The lithium titanate battery-powered
e.COBUS was developed from its diesel
predecessor and launched some five years ago,
and is already in use at airports across Europe
and Asia as well as in North America.
All COBUS bus models now have a batterypowered variant, and Engler is in no doubt
that these environmentally friendly vehicles
will only grow in popularity across most
geographical markets, a process driven
in many countries at least in part by
governmental pressure but also by the fact
that airport operators want to be seen to be
‘green’, and large, passenger-facing apron
buses are a good way for airport authorities
to demonstrate their green credentials.
As well as its factory-built electric buses,
COBUS also offers retrofits to battery power
of its diesel models; the bus’s diesel engine
is removed and replaced with an electric
drive train while the batteries are fitted to
the roof of the vehicle. The company can
also provide various other improvements as
part of a customised package, which might
include fitting or updating data loggers
or airport flight information systems, for
example.
COBUS’s biggest markets remain in
Europe and North America, although
demand for apron buses in the latter
continent is somewhat hampered by US
passengers’ well-known dislike for remote
stand bussing operations (travellers
there generally expect to use air bridges
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Mallaghan’s high-capacity Árbus 50W airport
bus was first publicly unveiled at the inter
airport exhibition in Munich in 2019

from terminal gates). COBUS buses are
also in use in locations as far afield as
Asia – most noticeably in South-east
Asia, because the Chinese market is now
dominated by domestic manufacturers –
and Africa.
Engler is seeing some signs of recovery in
the aviation industry that can only help
COBUS’s business – but some markets are
looking like they will bounce back more
quickly than others. She envisages swifter
upturns in Asia and North America than
in Europe, for example, where restrictions
on passenger travel continue and are still
holding the industry back.
Meanwhile, COBUS continues to improve
the attractiveness of its products by
offering customers flexible methods
of payment, something that is perhaps
particularly important right now. For
instance, it offers various financing
options through a collaboration with
different financial solutions providers
that serve equipment and technology
manufacturers and distributors. Options
include financial leases, operating leases
and hire purchase deals.

A I R P O R T B U S E S | F E AT U R E
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A new entrant to the market

ne well-established
GSE supplier recently
began offering its
first airport bus.
Dungannon, Northern
Ireland-headquartered
Mallaghan offers the high-capacity Árbus
50W airport bus, which can carry up to
118 passengers. Powered by a MAN Euro
5 6-cylinder engine, it boasts a high level
of durability, exceptional driver visibility,
kneeling air suspension and rear-wheel
steering as an option to reduce its turning
radius.
First unveiled in 2019, Irish low-cost carrier
Ryanair ordered 32 vehicles to be delivered
over the following 12 months. Joe Griffith,
Mallaghan’s commercial manager, said that
the Árbus took Mallaghan’s offering “to a
completely different area of the airport”.
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dnata bases its
Dubai apron
bus operations
on quality

d

nata provides ground handling and cargo
handling services at both of Dubai’s two big
airports, Dubai International (DXB) and Dubai
World Central (DWC), which also serve as
Emirates’ twin passenger and cargo hubs.
At both of these gateways, but especially at
Dubai International, it also provides an extensive, high-quality
apron bussing operation. At DXB, this takes in more than 200
buses ferrying passengers to and from Emirates, flyDubai and
foreign carrier aircraft (flydubai is a government-owned airline
based at Dubai International’s Terminal 2). Meanwhile, at
DWC, five COBUS 3000 buses are maintained for passenger
handling and another six buses of the same model serve as an
Emirates ‘diversion contingency’ fleet at DWC.

10
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Complementing the previous feature
that looked at the evolution of those
supplying today’s apron buses,
Airside takes a look at how dnata,
the air services provider that forms
part of Dubai’s Emirates Group, goes
about providing apron bus services
at its two big and busy hubs
Breaking those DXB numbers down further: 15 COBUS 2500
buses serve Emirates first-class passengers and 31 COBUS
3000 buses serve business class passengers, while 155 COBUS
3000 and 3000XL buses transport economy class passengers on
the ramp at Dubai International.
A further 13 COBUS 2500s are operated to take flydubai
business class passengers to and from their aircraft at DXB
remote stands.
Finally, another 47 or so staff transportation buses are operated
airside by dnata at DXB.
As the above figures show, all of dnata’s apron buses are
high-end COBUS vehicles – and they keep busy. By way of
example, in April this year, dnata’s buses made a total of
16,274 passenger trips at DXB (which compares with a figure

D N ATA | H A N D L E R S
dnata has more than 200
apron buses at Dubai
International Airport

of 12,784 in September 2020 during the worst of the Covid-19
crisis). These buses served a total of 5,242 flights at remote
stands in April (3,446 in September 2020).
The Emirates Group has invested heavily in its apron bussing
operation. In fact, over just the last three years, it has invested
in no less than 134 new COBUS vehicles. The majority of these
buses are COBUS 3000XL vehicles, a model whose design
is actually the result of collaboration between the Emirates
Group and COBUS.
The ‘XL’ of the name stands for extra-long, and this was a
crucial aspect of the specification that dnata and Emirates put
forward. But the other key requirement was quality, in the
vehicle engine, body and its interior fit-out. The intention was
to support Emirates’ strategy to make a passenger trip on any
of its apron buses as pleasurable as the time spent in an airport
terminal or on board an aircraft. Thus, comfort is important, as
are the high-tech onboard displays and signage outside the bus
that not only give passengers details about their but also useful
information about the airport and Dubai that would be helpful
if they are flying in.
Because the XL is so large, an increased number of passengers
can sit in comfort compared to a standard apron bus, a vital
part of the high-class passenger experience that Emirates and
dnata are so keen to offer. And this is a bus used solely for

Autumn 2021 | airsideint.com
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dnata’s new bus maintenance workshop at Dubai International Airport

economy class passengers – business and firstclass passengers take Emirates’ and flydubai’s
smaller COBUS models, which are also of
course extremely well fitted out.
Customer feedback channels confirm the
appreciation that passengers feel for the apron
bussing operation through Dubai. And that
appreciation has grown stronger over the
last few years because of the investment that
the Emirates Group has made in its bussing
operation and the quality of the service
provided.
Indeed, says Rob Powell, vice president,
technical services at dnata, there has been a
“seismic change” in the quality of the bussing
operation it supplies over just the last five
years. The last thing dnata wanted to see was
passengers packed into buses like sardines on
second-hand city buses (as can be experienced
at some airports), and instead it has prioritised
creating a high-quality service that can be
enjoyed rather than suffered by travellers, he
observes.
Will Vasey, vice president, operations at
dnata, reiterates this point. The remote
apron bussing operation is the first thing that
passengers flying into Dubai experience after
they land, and similarly is virtually the last
thing that outgoing passengers experience
before they leave the UAE. The nature of that
experience is therefore, he says, key to how
travellers will perceive their visit to Dubai
as well as their experience of dnata’s service
provision.
To this end, dnata also ensures that fewer
passengers travel on its apron buses than
COBUS health and safety requirements

12

dictate. It takes no more than 70 passengers
on its XLs, for example, and no more than 60
on its COBUS 3000s.

Maintenance
In June this year, dnata opened a new
maintenance facility at DXB dedicated to the
upkeep of its airside passenger buses. The
5,000m2 workshop is equipped with the latest
systems and equipment not only to maintain
the vehicles’ bodies and engines but also to
look after their onboard technology such as
their digital screen passenger information
systems, and to maintain the standards of the
passenger cabins and upholstery.
Located airside on the southern side of
the gateway, the new workshop more than
doubled the space available at the previous
bus maintenance facility, which dated back
to the early 1990s. It is able to comfortably
accommodate the extra-long COBUS 3000XL
and has new features such as sets of mobile
lifting columns, a roof access platform for
the safe maintenance of roof-mounted air
conditioning systems, and an electronics
laboratory to support the repair of passenger
information display systems.

Environmental concern
According to Powell, the maintenance
facility is a further example of how dnata has
prioritised the quality of its apron bussing. But
he also highlights dnata’s focus on minimising
harmful environmental emissions wherever
possible. All of the buses used by dnata on
the two airports’ ramps meet Euro 5 diesel
emissions standards, making them some of
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the cleanest diesel vehicles operating in the
UAE, dnata informs.
Moreover, the Emirates Group has agreed a
joint commitment with COBUS to potentially
develop sustainable conversion options that
would run on electric or hydrogen fuel cell
technology. It remains unclear which of these
technologies might best suit the bussing
operation in Dubai, but a good start on testing
the waters will be the deployment of an
electric-powered e.COBUS vehicle at Dubai
International next year.
Powell hopes to see the bus delivered
to DXB by early 2022 but its testing is
expected to continue right through the
heat of a Dubai summer. The combination
of the UAE’s high temperatures and
the fact that bus doors are opened and
closed regularly throughout the day to
let passengers off and on means that
powering the air conditioning to maintain
a comfortable cabin temperature within
the vehicle, as well as the bus’s drive
train, is a challenge.
The test-bed bus will be equipped with
numerous data loggers that will allow
engineers to monitor the efficiency of electric
power for apron bussing and compare it with
hydrogen equivalents in this toughest of
operating environments.

Seamless, high-quality service
Whether electric vehicles or hydrogen fuelcelled buses are the future for dnata’s apron
bussing, the maintenance and safe operation
of a “seamless, high-quality service” will be
the first priority, says Vasey.
Furthermore, in terms of any ‘new normal’
operating environment post-Covid, dnata’s
bussing operation in Dubai would seem to be
well positioned. As Vasey explains, its large
bus fleet and large bus sizes have allowed it to
maintain healthy social distancing between
passengers on buses during the Covid crisis,
while Powell also notes that the informative
display screens regularly point out the
dangers of Covid and how dnata is advising
passengers to minimise their potential
exposure to the virus.
These assets support dnata’s rigorous
disinfection regime that it quickly put in place
at the outset of the pandemic in addition to its
regular stringent cleaning programme.
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Constancy
amidst change
A Vestergaard e-BETA
electric de-icing unit
undergoing trials

While the aviation industry has had a horrible couple of years and almost
all those involved in it have had to make changes to their structure and
operations, some things stay the same – and one of those is that, in harsh
winter conditions, aircraft need to be de-iced if they are to operate safely.
Manufacturers of aircraft de-icing rigs still, therefore, have a key role to play

M

emphis, Tennesseeheadquartered Ground
Support Specialist (GSS)
supplies aircraft de-icers as
well as other GSE types such
as wash carts and loaders,
including both new and previously used equipment.
Recently, it launched an entirely new model of de-icer:
the GS2100 Wraptor.
While the unit was officially launched on the market
in 2020, because of disruption caused by the Covid-19
pandemic it was not demonstrated until January this
year. However, since then, reports Luke Brown, GSS’s
14
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director of sales, “Feedback and results have been
absolutely tremendous.”
He continues: “We are incredibly pleased with the
Wraptor. The revolutionary cab, which comes with
heated windows and mirrors, lots of space to promote
operator comfort, and a 360-degree view with an
overhead window, is something that has caught the
eye of many.”
The Wraptor adds to GSS’s previously available GS320,
GS700 and GS1400 de-icer product lines. According
to Brown: “At GSS, we truly believe in giving
customers exactly what they need to fit their budget
and operation.” By offering de-icers with working
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heights of between 11 and 45 feet and fluid
capacities from 300 gallons to 2,000 gallons,
it is able to provide a wide range of options
to its customers.
“Now, with the introduction of the
Wraptor, we can offer a high-quality unit
for any operation at an affordable price,”
Brown declares.
While so many GSE suppliers have had
a very challenging 18 months and, says
Brown, “Last year was a tough one for
everyone for sure,” the potential pain of
this one was eased by the precautions that
GSS took last year. During 2020, rather
than saying ‘woe is me’ and lamenting the
situation, GSS readied itself for 2021, he
informs.
In particular, the company ensured that
it had rigs and spare parts ready to ship
whenever they were required: “We have
been able to capitalise by thinking ahead
last year,” Brown comments. While many
manufacturers face parts shortages, GSS
stocked up last year in order to help better
serve its customers this year. Delivery

GSS offers a wide range of de-icing rigs to cater
to differing customer needs and is continuing to
bring out new models and offer new capabilities

lead times have thus been minimised,
representing a significant selling point,
Brown believes.
As a result, indeed, “It’s been a great year
thus far,” he says “one that has certainly

surpassed our expectations coming out of a
pandemic.” He notes one sale in particular
that should come to public knowledge soon
that “will grab people’s attention”.
Right now, the market for new de-icers
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is better than GSS expected, given the
situation in which the aviation industry
finds itself. And, with the introduction of
the Wraptor, demand for GSS product seems
to be higher than it typically is at this time
of the year, Brown suggests.
When Airside last spoke to GSS (in the
Autumn 2020 issue of the magazine), vice
president Adam Houpt made reference to
the fact that GSS actually started life in the
mid-1990s as a refurbishment company,
and that has continued to represent a
significant element of its business up to
the present day. Today, “It’s not a primary
focus, but it is an important aspect of our
business that we take great pride in,” Brown
explains. “Refurbishments are something
that GSS will continue to do, as it gives our
customers even more options to fit their
budget.”
Meanwhile, GSS continues to look at
expanding its product range. There are
several improvements to models on
the horizon, Brown observes. “We will
be adding to our wide range of options
available by adding extended reach,
proportional blending and ‘instant heat’.”
Extended reach will be achieved through
longer booms, while proportional blending
will be an automated process undertaken
on the de-icing rig that will save time and
increase efficiency in the de-icing process.
Finally, while GSS rigs currently take
perhaps 10 minutes to heat their fluid to the
appropriate temperature, minimising such
time would represent another benefit for
customers.
In addition to those potential improvements,
“We are also looking at sustainable options
to begin introducing GSS electric de-icers,”
Brown confirms. While there are certainly
challenges to be overcome with such a
development – including the fact that
operators do not want to take de-icers out of
service during busy times however briefly
to charge their batteries, and that many rig
operators are familiar with diesel rather than
electric equipment – the project is certainly
under discussion around GSS tables.

Reliability and low-cost performance
Also based in North America, Textron
GSE offers two lines of de-icers – and
both its Safeaero and Premier brands have
16

earned their reputations for being durable,
efficient and effective aircraft de-icers,
observes Textron GSE vice president and
general manager, Matt Chaffin.
Its Premier rigs are Textron GSE’s most
affordable line of de-icers, but with a
working height of up to 50ft they represent
reliable performance and come equipped
with Express Heat™ technology, delivering
at-temperature fluid in less than 90
seconds.
Meanwhile, the Safeaero 220 is one of the
industry’s most technologically advanced
de-icers, Chaffin says. The Safeaero 220
was the first de-icer within the industry
that can be driven and maneuvered, while
also spraying, all from the vehicle’s cab by a
single operator.
Finally, the Safeaero Typhoon is a standard,
yet very capable, de-icer designed to
provide a wide range of options to handle
customer requirements at both small and
large airports.
Together, they offer a wide range of
different options for customers. And, says
Chaffin, “Textron GSE constantly works
collaboratively with its customers to ensure
that new product development concentrates
on the evolving needs of customer
operations. This process ensures that the
Textron GSE engineering team considers
evolving industry needs when identifying
or considering new technologies and
performance features that exceed customer
expectations.”
One such development is Textron GSE’s
Intellimix™ technology: a spraying and
blending system designed to minimise
waste and energy usage while maximising
productivity by circulating heat and fluid in
such a way as to achieve optimal de-icing
performance.
Keeping fluid at a precise temperature
during the de-icing process, the system’s
heat and mix at nozzle system reduces
operational costs and bolsters eco-friendly
practices by eliminating the need to flush
the system during operation, conserving
water and reducing exposure to de-icing
fluids.
Intellimix™ technology is seen as an ideal
complement for the Safeaero 220, “offering
customers an effective solution to support their
sustainability objectives”, Chaffin suggests.
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Matt Chaffin, vice president
and general manager at
Textron GSE

Plus, in 2020, Textron GSE launched
Guardian Technology, which eliminates
operator error during a rig’s start-up and
shutdown processes, thereby improving
productivity, performance and reducing the
risk of unnecessary down time.
Guardian Technology resets switches when
the de-icer loses power, avoiding costly
damage to motors and burners. The system
is standard on all the company’s new
Premier de-icers and is also available as an
after-market solution that can be retrofitted
to existing Premier de-icers.
Textron GSE’s forward thinking does not
stop at product designs, Chaffin informs. The
company’s emphasis on customer service,
including after-sales support, has always
been a high priority, he says, noting that the
business recently released two new tools to
further improve customer experience:
•

•

In November 2020, the Textron GSE
online customer portal was launched to
allow customers to submit orders and
warranty claims and access product
manuals
In March this year, Textron GSE
launched a new parts and accessories
catalog, giving customers access to
images and highlighting where each
part is used across products

Article continues on p19...
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MSG offers an interesting alternative

SG Production,
which has
developed and
launched a
different sort
of system for
aircraft de-icing and washing, appointed
a new CEO earlier this year as the
company ramped up its preparations for
the commercial launch of the innovative
system.
MSG Production in fact offers two
different ‘Multi Solution Gate models’.
The RS-500 is for de-icing, washing and
aircraft inspection, while the RS-400 is
designed for warmer climates that don’t
need de-icing capabilities. Both can
handle all aircraft up to Code C size.
For de-icing, an aircraft is pulled into a
Multi Solution Gate by a tug such as a
Mototok before passing under an initial
overhead traverse structure fitted with deicing devices, at which point the de-icing
process begins with the flushing off of
snow and ice where present on all aircraft
surfaces. Both water and Type I de-icing
fluid are used at this stage.
An inspection and quality assurance
process then begins to ensure all snow
and ice is removed under a second,
static traverse position. This aspect of
the process includes a visual inspection
and the process is continued until all
contaminants have been removed.
Finally, the aircraft is pulled under a
third static overhead traverse where
Type II anti-icing fluid is applied to the
fuselage and wings before the machine is
towed out of the Multi Solution Gate and
prepared for taxiing to take-off.
Currently, an electric Mototok tug is used
for the towing process, and the aircraft is
guided by a radar-based system to ensure
precision in positioning.
A similar process can be used for aircraft
washing, while the Multi Solution Gate
can also be used for aircraft inspection.
MSG Production CEO Geir Steiro –
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who took on his new post on 18 May
– has more than 40 years of experience
in various management positions at
companies active in the aviation industry
including SAS, Norwegian, Qatar Airways
and Thomas Cook, all of which set him in
good stead for his new responsibilities.
Indeed, he tells Airside, “My extensive
experience and skills gleaned from both
operational and managerial positions in
aviation tells me there is a need for the
products MSG can offer.
“Our de-icing product gives a more
accurate de-icing and uses less fluid. As
we also recycle all the fluid we use, the
de-icing process is less expensive and
more environmentally friendly.
“In addition, our de-icing process takes
less time than the manual process, which
in turn reduces flight delays – and the
time spent for an aircraft wash for a
narrowbody aircraft is approximately 20
minutes, plus preparations.”
MSG Production’s de-icing and aircraft
washing products are ready for the
commercial market. It is, says Steiro, in
contact with several airports, ground
handlers, maintenance, repair and
overhaul companies (MROs) and airlines
– “and they are all showing great interest
in what we have to offer, as they believe
it will make their business more efficient
and more environmentally friendly”.
As well as potential customers in the
civilian sector, possible military customers
are also being sounded out.
Whether this is a good time for such new
ideas to be launched onto the market is
a moot point. Certainly the pandemicimpacted aviation industry is in a state
of great uncertainty at the moment, but
Steiro is convinced that MSG’s potential
customers want more environmentally
friendly products that also offer more
cost-efficient ways to improve their
operations.
“As our processes take a shorter time than
manual processes and are more accurate
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MSG Production’s CEO, Geir
Steiro; credit Thomas Cook

this we will help operators reduce their
ground time, consequently improving
on-time performance. A win-win for
our customers and their customers,” he
insists.
Plus, “Regarding financing of our
products, we can offer several ways of
doing this from buying, leasing and we
will also be able to own it while users pay
for the use of the system.”
As for the future, MSG Production
is developing new engine flush/
wash products for engines used on
narrowbody aircraft. It is also developing
an all-new scanning product, Steiro
explains, that can be used to inspect and
check damage related to such things
as lightning strikes and bird strikes.
Using MSG equipment, these inspection
processes will take much less time than
simple manual detection, he says.
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While demand for its various de-icing rigs is
not yet back to pre-pandemic levels, business
is recovering faster than expected, Chaffin
advises. Moreover: “The market outlook for
the upcoming de-icing season is positive
for both our Safeaero and Premier de-icing
brands. Our sales organisation is experiencing
high demand for quotes and orders, and we
are positioned well to meet that demand.”

Customers are making do
Across the Atlantic, Roskilde, Denmarkheadquartered GSE supplier Vestergaard –
long a leading supplier of aircraft de-icing rigs,
as well as aircraft washing units and toilet and
water servicing units – has also had to struggle
against the aviation industry’s collapse.
According to Lars Barsøe, the company’s vice
president sales and marketing, the past year
has been a tough one for Vestergaard as a lot
of customers chose to postpone purchasing
decisions when air traffic significantly slowed
last year.
“Customers made do with what they
already had in terms of equipment,” he

reports. Some equipment that was due to
be retired has been kept in service a little
longer. “Nevertheless, we have managed
to attract some new customers for our
sustainable solutions, as well as make the
first sale of a series of our new electric deicers in the North American market.”
Moreover, as markets begin to open up
again there have been movements in the
airport market – new handling agreements,
new players, new routes – all of which are
sparking new buying cycles. “We do see the
market picking up now, and we expect that a
lot of the projects [that had been postponed]
will reappear. The big question is how fast
that will happen.
“We do not see the coming year as a boom
year, but rather a slow return to former
business levels,” Barsøe adds.

Sustainability
As alluded to above, Vestergaard has
identified a growing desire for sustainable,
electric solutions as operations through
airports begin to recover. Furthermore,

Barsøe suggests, over the decades the world
has got used to “blue skies”, or positive
thinking, he believes, not least in aviation,
and there is high demand for solutions that
can keep it this way going forward as the
aviation business picks up again. These
trends can be seen across the globe, but
in North America, China and Europe in
particular, he says.
Also giving cause for positivity, the air
cargo and express/courier markets have
been very strong throughout the pandemic,
and Barsøe is expecting to see a further
uptick in business at hubs for express
service providers especially as e-commerce
continues to grow in popularity in the
future.
Meanwhile, Vestergaard equipment is
always undergoing improvements and
changes, Barsøe confirms, adding that
his company’s focus is very much on
electrification and automation. “We have
set ambitious goals to be zero-incident and
zero-CO2 by 2030, so that is driving our
development.”
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New Swissport
chief lays out
his priorities
In May this year, Warwick Brady officially
stepped into the hot seat of president and CEO
of globally active ground services provider and
cargo handler Swissport. It’s been a challenging
time in which to settle into the position, but he
has big plans and has already made a start on
implementing change
Warwick Brady, Swissport president and CEO

B

rady – a South African who is a qualified
commercial pilot and who has previously
served in positions including chief
operating officer at UK low-cost carrier
easyJet, chief operating officer at Air
Deccan/Kingfisher in India and CEO of
Mandala Airlines in Indonesia – officially took over his new
role at Swissport on 1 May.
He spent the next three weeks in London before relocating
on a permanent basis to Swissport’s headquarters in
Zurich – but has travelled a great deal since May, meeting
Swissport executives and employees at some of its 270 or so
airport stations around the world, as well as large numbers
of Swissport partners and customers.
From the start, Brady has been keen to implement his
plans. He summarises his priorities under five main
headings, the first of which is safety. This encompasses
a focus on not damaging – ie injuring – people; on not
damaging customers’ aircraft; and ensuring that there is an
open safety culture within the handler that encourages any
mistakes to be reported.
“This is really, really important,” Brady says, adding that he
expects to see Swissport’s accident reporting rate go up as

20
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a result of the introduction a more open culture that raises
a ‘red flag’ whenever and wherever there is an unwanted
incident from which operational lessons can be learned –
not reflecting lower, but actually higher, safety standards
amongst its ground and cargo handlers.
An executive has been newly appointed by Brady to have
responsibility for the business’ increased focus on safety.
The second priority for Brady has been to put in place
a leadership team that will support the company’s
transformation programme. Good strides have been made
on this already, with new regional leaders having been
appointed – as of July 2021 – in eight of the nine areas into
which Swissport divides the world.
Brady refers to these regional executives as P&L leaders,
given that they are responsible for the profit and loss of the
business under their wing, as well as all the other usual
financial considerations of a private company. However,
they manage all other aspects of Swissport business in their
regions as well – in fact, in a nutshell they are accountable
for delivering on all elements of the corporate business
plans agreed for their respective geographical areas.
The third area of focus for the CEO is Swissport’s
customers, and the relations between them and the handler.
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Much of Brady’s time over the
last few months has been spent
on meetings and calls with client
airlines, and that process is ongoing.
As well as carriers, he has also met
with numerous airport operators,
travelling to these gateways to get
their feedback and assess their
requirements.
Brady describes the airlines
Swissport handles as its customers
and the airports at which it
operates as partners, and views
relations with both as critical to the
company’s success.
A fourth priority is what Brady
describes as “consistency of
operations”. There remains some
inconsistency in the nature and
quality of the Swissport offering
in stations around the world,
he admits, and he wants to see
the same high quality provided
wherever Swissport supplies ground

The big picture is
that we are the
market leader
Warwick Brady,
Swissport

handling or cargo services.
To this end, Swissport is defining
what ‘good’ looks like for all the
stations across its network. As
with safety, a senior executive
is responsible for delivering on
consistency.
Finally, says Brady, “We are a bit
fat around the middle: we need
to cut back on our overheads in
places and ensure that we have a
lean operation.” In particular, he
is looking at a lean HQ in Zurich
that gives a high level of support
to the various Swissport handling
operations at stations right around
the globe.
To execute on this wide-ranging
programme, new senior managers
are being put in place at the
highest level. A relatively new
chief transformation officer (CTO)
is among those who have been
appointed by means of either
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making optimal use of the large talent pool
within Swissport or through attracting fresh
talent into the business from elsewhere.

Market leader
“The big picture is that we are the market
leader,” says Brady, so there is certainly
no desire to move away from what has
made Swissport so successful up to now,
even though the Covid-19 pandemic and
its impact on the aviation industry has of
course hit the company hard.
Swissport is twice the size of other handlers
like Menzies, Worldwide Flight Services
(WFS) or dnata when measured in terms
of global footprint, Brady observes. In
2020, Swissport provided ground services
for approximately 82 million travelling
passengers and handled roughly 4.1 million
tons of air freight.
Air cargo has held up exceptionally well
during the pandemic – demand has been as
high as ever and the aviation industry has
taken steps to provide freight capacity to at
least partly compensate for the bellyhold
space taken out of the market when
passenger aircraft were grounded.
Thus, Swissport’s cargo business – and

it is second in the worldwide air freight
handling business only to WFS – has
continued to perform very strongly.
However, Swissport could do nothing to
prevent the dramatic fall in passenger
numbers that the industry has seen over
the past 18 months or so. It has made good
use of any government schemes such
as furloughs wherever they were made
available however and, says Brady, “That
has helped us a lot.”
Its global presence has protected the
handler to some extent from the impact of
the downturn, some geographical markets
having held up better than others, as has the
fact that it offers such a breadth of services.
As well as cargo and standard ground
handling services, Swissport also provides
aircraft refuelling, lounge services and even
has its own health and security offering
under the name of Checkpoint.
Moreover, “We learnt very quickly how
to manage our variable costs,” Brady
continues. Indeed, the challenge going
forward is likely to be how to get people
back into the business where and when
required should passenger numbers recover
as quickly as is hoped.

Swissport is predicting that passenger levels
might next year be back to between 60 and
80% of pre-pandemic numbers, but Brady
is expecting traffic to be very “peaky” – ie,
spiking and falling on almost a daily basis as
conditions and demand frequently change.
Flexibility, then, is going to be “super
important”, Brady considers. “We will have
to be adaptable.”
The new order that is likely to reign in
the aviation industry will not just be
characterised in the near future by a
relatively high degree of instability and
uncertainty: it will also require different
processes for safeguarding health and
maintaining confidence in air travel.
Investment in digitisation, to which Brady
is committed, will help to cut back on
some face-to-face contact, perhaps, but
passenger handling service provision is
likely to change long-term as a result of the
pandemic, he says.
The handling business is also likely to see
even greater consolidation than it has up
to now, Brady believes. Once the various
national furlough schemes come to an
end, some of the smaller ground service
providers may find it tough to survive.
Thus acquisitions are another potential
component of the Swissport business
strategy, he confirms – adding that
this is an area in which the company’s
shareholders (investment funds) are keen
to play their role.

Recovery
Right now, of course, “We just want to get
back to 2019 volumes [of passengers and
so flights handled] as quickly as we can.”
But beyond that, Brady has a much broader
mission as well: he wants to see an upgrade
in the importance ascribed to the provision
of handling services within the aviation
supply chain; after all, he points out, “As
a ground handling agent, we unlock the
entire supply chain.”
Whatever the future holds, Brady has been
more than impressed with the quality and
dedication of the Swissport employees he
has met up to now. He points in particular
to their openness when discussing their
role and their passion for their jobs, all of
which offers plenty of cause for optimism
for the future.
22
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A Textron GSE tractor on the ramp

Pulling
together
Manufacturers of tugs and
tractors are continuing to innovate
in anticipation of the return of
international travel to pre-Covid
levels. Collaboration is a key part of
the development of approaches that
satisfy changing customer demands,
as Megan Ramsay reports
24
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L

ike other companies in
the aviation industry,
Textron GSE experienced
a slowdown in demand
throughout 2020 because
of the pandemic. But, so
far this year, it has seen demand rise at
a surprising rate as travel has begun to
resume and airlines have adjusted their
flight schedules accordingly.
Nevertheless, says Textron GSE vice
president and general manager Matt
Chaffin: “The pandemic will have a
lasting change in some areas of how
Textron GSE operates. For example,
forecasting and inventory management
within the supply chain has become
increasingly more important.”
Despite the impact on its business in
2020, Textron GSE continued to invest
in its products and customer service
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capabilities. New products included the
TUG™ ALPHA 1 (covered in more depth
in another feature of this magazine). The
company also delivered a new TUG and
Premier™ parts catalogue, which will
be followed by details for Safeaero and
Douglas.
“Customers are focused on equipment
that delivers safe, efficient, reliable
performance that keep operations running
on time,” Chaffin continues. “Delays can
be costly, and customers do not want
to worry about whether equipment is
operational.
“Additionally, innovations like Smart
Sense™ collision avoidance, and advanced
seat switches are safety features customers
look for, alongside extras like centre-drive
ergonomics and a rear-view camera found
on the TUG ALPHA 1.”
Textron GSE is seeing a strong focus on
products that interact with the aircraft,
such as the TUG 660 belt loader, as well as
other pushbacks and cargo tractors.

Trends

Safedock automates the task of safe
docking at gates and stands, guiding aircraft
with a highly accurate 3D laser scanning
technique and an intuitive LED display

While customer requirements vary, there
are several overarching tendencies in the
tug and tractor market at present – which
align with those in the wider GSE sector.
WheelTug director Jan Vana says: “The
major trends are digitalisation, automation,
electrification and collaboration. WheelTug
is a huge step forward for all of these. It
will enable pilots to be less dependent on
ground staff and GSE such as tugs.”
In August last year, WheelTug and ADB
SAFEGATE announced a memorandum
of understanding (MoU) to work together
to enhance safety and throughput at
airport gates by combining their respective
technologies.
The Safedock advanced visual docking
guidance system (A-VDGS) from ADB
SAFEGATE automates the task of safe
docking at gates and stands, guiding aircraft
with a 3D laser scanning technique and
LED display.
The WheelTug e-taxi system, meanwhile,
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Pilots are already familiar with ADB
SAFEGATE’s Safedock system, which
will guide them while performing
WheelTug manoeuvres

uses electric motors in the aircraft nose
wheel. In conjunction with the WheelTug
Vision camera/sensor system, pilots can
manoeuvre forward and backward without
needing tow tugs or generating jet blast.
Decades ago, standard single-aisle aircraft
could park parallel to terminal gates, with
passengers using two jet bridges to board
or deplane via both the front and aft doors
simultaneously, WheelTug notes. As jet
thrust became more powerful, nose-in
parking became the norm to avoid jet blast
incidents in the gate area.
Together, WheelTug and ADB SAFEGATE
offer the accuracy and safety needed
to return this time-saving procedure to
increasingly crowded ramp areas.
WheelTug is slated to enter the market
during the second or third quarter of 2022
– but ADB SAFEGATE’s Safedock A-VDGS
technology is already present at numerous
airports around the world.
“Pilots are already familiar with it,” says
Tammi Phippen, media relations at ADB
SAFEGATE. Summing up how Safedock
will work with WheelTug, she adds: “ADB
SAFEGATE’s Safedock system guides
the pilot when performing WheelTug
manoeuvres.”
According to Vana, ADB SAFEGATE’s
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A-VDGS is “a perfect fit” for pilots to use
with WheelTug-specific manoeuvres. “Pilots
can also continue to use the traditional
method but our strategic vision is to have
fewer people airside to reduce human
error.”
Textron GSE is also seeing continued
interest from its customers around
electrification, digitalisation and
automation. The company is currently
adding more models that feature lithium
technology to its product offering.
Plus: “As we digitalise our vehicles, we
can add customer telematics systems for
capturing live performance data on the
vehicles,” says Chaffin. “Additionally, we
constantly collaborate with customers to
understand future business requirements
regarding products, sustainability initiatives
and the nuances of ramp operations.”
Vana points out that airports must find the
right balance regarding ground crews and
automation. Some will prefer to maintain
a traditional workforce, whereas others
are very excited about automating their
airside operations. “Regardless, WheelTug
will make operations safer for all rampside
personnel,” Vana states.
The benefits of automation have perhaps
never been so clear as they have been
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during the Covid-19 pandemic. Phippen
says: “Automation helps when traffic is up
and down and the need for staff varies. It
allows greater flexibility when demand is
unpredictable.”
And if passenger volumes return to preCovid growth rates, the high degree of
efficiency that automation can offer will be
all the more necessary.
More than 25 airlines have already signed
letters of intent with WheelTug. The
next steps for the collaboration between
WheelTug and ADB SAFEGATE are safety
and feasibility studies, the development
of a roadmap, and a pilot project that will
generate further improvements.
Already, WheelTug is working with several
airport management companies regarding
the implementation of its FASTgate (Fast
And Safe Turn Gates) vision, which could
save up to 20 minutes of ground time per
flight.
All partner companies will share
information, combining aircraft data with
gate-specific sensor data. Thus, airlines and
airports will have a clear picture on how
to optimise gate operations and increase
efficiency.
FASTgates will be optimised for WheelTug’s
‘Twist’ and ‘Twirl’ manoeuvres – but they
will not be WheelTug exclusive: they
will support any aircraft of appropriate
dimensions.
WheelTug’s vision of the future of airside
operations is one where automation
delivers better throughput and safety,
Vana says, adding: “We believe it is good
to join forces with recognised experts, like
ADB SAFEGATE, who understand airport
operations. [The idea is to] build a system.”
Thorben Burghardt, vice president, gate
at ADB SAFEGATE, comments: “ADB
SAFEGATE is applying intelligent integration
and automation to bridge the silos of different
airport systems. Digitalising and automating
the apron requires all stakeholders to
collaborate closely to deliver lower costs,
higher efficiency and safety, as well as happier
passengers.”

Flexibility
Another collaboration currently in progress
is that between Cincinnati Airport and
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A tug with ThorDrive retrofit
at Cincinnati Airport

autonomous vehicle technology company
ThorDrive. The partnership to develop an
autonomous luggage tractor by retrofitting
an ordinary unit began in February 2020
and entered the actual testing phase in early
2021.
Brian Cobb, chief innovation officer at
Cincinnati, says: “Deploying autonomous
vehicles begins with the crucial step
of mapping the operational area while
obtaining massive amounts of data,
including speed and traffic restrictions,
conditional scenarios with planes and
people, and environmental and weather
considerations. This step is fundamental:
training the brains of the system and
onboarding artificial intelligence (AI).
It relays information to the equipment’s
actuators on how to control the speed,
steering, and braking.”
According to Cobb, Cincinnati is the
first airport in the world to support the
development, trial and deployment of a
fully autonomous retrofit of GSE operating
in and around aircraft and ground
personnel.
He goes on: “We pursued ThorDrive’s
retrofit design based on affordability,
agility, and flexibility. The retrofit design
allows the owner to convert some or all of
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their existing fleet and operate their GSE
in manual and autonomous modes. This
approach maximises flexibility to address
aviation’s significant financial swings,
changes in operational conditions and
concern over the availability of personnel.
“In contrast, an autonomous-only vehicle
with a mission-specific design will be
challenged for some time to enter the
marketplace affordably while maintaining
or integrating existing fleets and while
trying to gain efficiencies under the same
conditions,” Cobb considers.
Cincinnati’s tenants operate close to 1,000
tugs and tractors. Airlines and ground
handling companies are actively engaged
with ThorDrive and the programme is taking
shape in additional live trials for belly cargo
movement between a remote cargo facility
and scheduled passenger aircraft.

Mega-trend
Goldhofer global sales director airport
technology Christof Peer points out that as
passenger volumes pick up, customers are
willing to invest again – but they are doing
it differently than they did before Covid-19
emerged.
”There is a huge push for sustainability,”
Peer remarks – more so than before
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the pandemic. “We’re lucky because
we’d already positioned ourselves as a
manufacturer of sustainable solutions. We
launched our electric tractors – the Phoenix
AST-2E towbarless electric tow tractor,
the Bison E 620 conventional tow tractor
and the Sherpa E cargo and baggage tow
tractor just before the pandemic hit. Then,
of course, all the Covid subsidies were
provided on the condition that they would
be used to improve sustainability.”
Goldhofer launched its Sherpa E just before
the crisis hit and the unit is “doing really
well”, says Peer. “It offers high efficiency
and higher speeds, is capable of covering
longer distances and pulling heavier
loads, and it is powerful enough to tackle
inclines.” These attributes make the Sherpa
E particularly useful for towing cargo.
Goldhofer used the downtime during 2020
wisely to prepare for the restart – or rather,
for the totally new environment the aviation
industry is now facing, Peer specifies. “The
switch from a fossil fuel-oriented business
to something green isn’t something you can
do by snapping your fingers,” he says.
“It needs a new approach from us and
our customers – and infrastructure.
Infrastructure for GSE used to mean mostly
space, but with electric GSE you have a
hard interface with energy management.
The biggest challenge customers have to
consider when they’re investing in new
equipment is the energy requirements of
the units and the availability of supporting
infrastructure.”
Still, switching to electric GSE has
environmental and economic benefits, if it
is done right. “The trend for sustainability
was there before, but the Covid crisis has
given the push for it to become a megatrend in the industry,” Peer says. “Having
electric equipment used to be fancy; now,
it’s part of daily operations.”
Goldhofer has followed what Peer calls
“the automotive route” in order to benefit
from the rapid developments in technology
in that sector. For instance, its ‘IonMaster’
Li-ion batteries always operate in their
comfort zone no matter what the ambient
temperature may be.
Peer is confident that battery capacity will
increase in the future. Hydrogen is also
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gaining more and more momentum, and
Goldhofer already has some plans relating
to this. Sustainability will remain a key
trend – and Peer believes the industry is at a
pivotal point now.
For the moment, manufacturers of tugs and
tractors must provide choices when it comes
to power. Textron GSE, for instance, offers
an array of fuel options for its tractors,
including internal combustion, gas, diesel
and electric powertrains. Plus, the company
is currently improving its compressed
natural gas (CNG) and liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) fuel offerings.
Other changes Peer highlights include
a shift in customer preferences from
ownership to usage. Plus: “After-sales
service for electric units is totally different
to conventional models in terms of their
lifetime and the requirements to keep them
running. There will be a shift towards
preventative maintenance.
“Digitalisation is a big part of how to do
things right. We are developing digital

solutions for our customers, which will
provide a smart maintenance schedule and
improve the safety of their operations.
“The entire aviation landscape is now
changing. It’s an exciting time and there is a
lot of optimism,” Peer says.

Awareness
The introduction of autonomous tugs
and tractors to the apron as a means
to achieving greater efficiency, cost
effectiveness and sustainability, while
clearly an increasingly popular decision, is
not without its critics.
Cobb says: “With these technologies,
some may raise concerns about safety and
implications to the workforce. While these
may be valid, our industry has faced these
same concerns almost since the inception
of aviation. Yet, we have still managed to
adapt and advance new technologies out of
necessity or economic pressures.
“Likewise, we see proponents identifying
clear benefits and calculating realistic

outcomes. It is reasonable to consider the
near-immediate efficiency gains and safety
benefits. AI-trained, autonomous GSE …
adheres to the rules of service roads; follows
safe proximity restrictions to people and
assets; maintains situational awareness;
yields reduced maintenance costs; frees
vital staff from repetitive tasks; provides an
opportunity for personnel upskilling; and
addresses labour shortfalls.”
While there is a tremendous amount of
talk about automation, action is lacking.
Cobb puts this down to a lack of general
awareness of the technology, coupled with
risk aversion.
Therefore: “We see added responsibility on
the airport’s part to socialise the technology
with our tenants and passengers. We
anticipate customers becoming more
accustomed to seeing autonomous
equipment operating in a complex
environment, and, perhaps through this
socialisation, our customers will be more
willing to embrace autonomous [GSE].”

Wherever you are,
Kalmar Motor AB has
you covered with
sustainable solutions for
aircraft movements.
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Menzies looks to
a greener future
Menzies Aviation has made
a commitment to greater
sustainability in its operations,
and not least in its ground
handling. John Geddes, corporate
affairs director & group company
secretary, explains the ground
services provider’s focus on a more
environmentally friendly tomorrow
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Corporate affairs
director & group
company secretary
John Geddes

C

an you tell us about
the importance that
Menzies places on
sustainability in its
handling operations,
and how that is
reflected in your various business
plans and practices?

Sustainability is a high priority for us as we
continue to grow our business and rebuild
a better Menzies for the future. One of
the main priorities of our Sustainability
Programme is to identify and implement
ways to operate more efficiently, a big part
of which is achieving carbon neutrality
by 2033, which coincides with the 200th
anniversary of the business.
We are at the start of our journey and it
will take time to achieve our ambitions, but
we are committed to playing our part in
addressing the climate emergency.
We have re-evaluated our initiatives and
are reshaping our ground support fleet.
We have devised three key approaches to
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reducing our environmental impact. These
are: investing in equipment, energy efficient
actions, and resetting our thinking. This
has been seen globally where contract wins,
such as with Qatar Airways at Gothenburg
and Stockholm Airports in Sweden, have
allowed us to invest in electric-powered
equipment. Locally, we are supporting
our teams to implement initiatives to
lessen environmental impacts such as the
installation of LED lighting, and using
digital solutions to reduce our paper usage.

How have you gone about minimising
your environmental footprint in regard
to your ramp handling operations?
Investing in equipment is key to minimising
the footprint of our ramp handling
operations. Where opportunities arise, we will
invest in electric equipment to replace diesel
equipment. When this is not possible, we will
choose the most efficient equipment available.
We have also implemented a telematics
programme, which allows us to monitor the

efficiency of our vehicles and take steps to
reduce unnecessary engine idling.

Has this been a global strategy? It
must be easier to execute in certain
countries and at certain stations
more than at others?
Our Sustainability Programme is being
implemented globally; however, as
mentioned above, we are also administering
local initiatives. By way of example, our
initiatives in Oslo are extremely relevant
and are at the forefront of our strategy to
reduce emissions.
Our Go Green project was established in
Oslo in 2018 and has involved significant
investment into electric ground support
equipment to reduce our carbon footprint,
whereby 90% of the ramp equipment has been
replaced with modern, electric units.
More recently, a partnership with Vestergaard
saw Menzies trial a new Elephant® e-BETA
electrically operated de-icing unit at Menzies’
base at Oslo Airport, the first of its kind in
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just de-icing rigs. As battery technology
improves and more types of equipment
become available, we will endeavour to
phase this new technology into our fleet.
Hydrogen technology is also something we
are keeping a close eye on.

How has the pandemic affected your
environmental strategy? Has it put a
brake on it, pushing other priorities to
the forefront?

Europe. Initial tests indicated that the use
of the e-BETA would significantly decrease
greenhouse gas emissions, reducing them by
87% per truck per year.

In regard to GSE, you are clearly looking
for more electric-powered equipment.
How much electric-powered GSE do
you operate today, and of what types?
We have been actively looking at
our equipment to ensure it is more
environmentally friendly. This has involved
retiring older, higher emission equipment,
and only retaining those that have lower
emissions. And where possible, we are
purchasing electric vehicles, which is usually
a key part of our new contracts.
An example of this was our three-year
contract with Mango Airlines, where
we utilised electric equipment to ensure
emissions were minimised. This involved the
purchase of 15 new electric belt loaders and
12 new electric baggage tractors. We have
also just received our new 7-tonne electric
loader at Manchester Airport and a number
of electric forklifts are in use within our cargo
operation in Miami.
We have a large variety of electric GSE
32

deployed throughout our network, including
electric and solar-powered steps, electric
baggage tractors, pushbacks, lower deck
loaders, belt loaders, forklifts and more.
Within our global operations, we have the
highest volumes of electric GSE in our
European operations, with approximately
a third of our fleet now being electric. We
are developing our GSE strategy to plan
how we can transform our fleet in our
other geographies.

You mention pushbacks and de-icers;
are battery-powered tugs and de-icing
really an efficient option with today’s
technology, do you think?
We have many electric pushbacks in use.
However, there are limitations with some
equipment models due to distances, weight
and charging time periods.
As part of our continual pursuit of the
newest technology available, we are
currently trialling an electric 14-tonne
maindeck loader from Chinese manufacturer
Guangtai in our Hungary operations.
With regard to de-icers the results of the
e-BETA trial have been positive and will
impact all our acquisition choices, not
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The pandemic only served to highlight more
than ever the importance of sustainability
and of being a responsible business, which is
why we developed our sustainability strategy
during 2020-21 and published our first set
of targets, including our commitment to
becoming carbon neutral by 2033.
We remain focused on developing our goals
and strategy in this area with many initiatives
in progress. We have also committed to setting
science-based emissions targets and we are
participating in the UN’s Climate Ambition
Accelerator programme.
As well as this, the pandemic forced us to take
immediate actions to scale back our fleet size
to match flight volumes. This gave us a chance
to restructure our GSE and compelled us to
find a way of working efficiently remotely.

Do you have any specific plans for
the immediate or longer term future
relating to your environmental
strategy?
We do have a number of other
environmental initiatives in the pipeline
and under way, including our Go Paperless
initiative, investing in carbon projects and
developing our environmental standards
and recognition awards.
We are collaborating and developing
partnerships with key stakeholders to work
on delivering environmental improvements
together and look at how we can play our
part in developing plans for supporting
infrastructure capabilities to support our
transition to ‘green’ GSE.
Reviewing our supply chain is another
core part of our sustainability strategy,
incorporating ESG due diligence and
understanding the ambitions of our key
suppliers that support us to ensure we
share the same aims of being responsible
corporate citizens.
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Using a GPU, such as this Guinault model, rather
than an aircraft APU can result in a significant
reduction in CO2 emissions

Poul Elvstroem, of ITW GSE

T

he demand for GPUs is being boosted in part by the
recovery of the world’s largest domestic aviation
markets – the US and China. Many orders are “already
in the bucket” for 2021, says Poul Elvstroem, vice
president, sales and marketing at ITW GSE. The
company expects to sustain 2019 levels in 2022/23 – in
line with Airports Council International’s forecast for a rise in passenger
numbers as travellers return to the skies.
“Hereafter, we foresee normal growth – maybe even beyond as we have
a long and solid pipeline that for sure will happen. The question is just
how fast the orders will tick in,” Elvstroem says.
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GPUs keep
getting
greener
Demand for ground power
units (GPUs) is picking
up again as airlines and
airports prepare for a return
to normal traffic levels.
Interest in environmentally
friendly models is
particularly high, as Megan
Ramsay explains
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“Proof that this will happen is that during the
first two weeks of June, we received small and
medium-sized orders in the range of US$5
million.”

Changes
With regard to the pandemic and its effect
on the aviation industry: “Customers’ power
needs as such have not really changed, but
we have noted an even stronger commitment
to sustainability and to the reduction of the
industry’s carbon footprint,” says Rune Lind
Pedersen, strategic marketing and area sales
manager at ITW GSE.
“Therefore, there is a big push on green energy
and recovery plans are heavily based on green
investment.”
This aligns well with ITW GSE’s vision of
delivering the cleanest, most reliable and costefficient GSE to the aviation industry. Back in
2018, the company decided to concentrate its
research and development efforts on its green
core product portfolio of emission-free solid-

state core products – which has proven to be a
good choice.
In late 2020, the Airport Carbon Accreditation
Organization introduced two new
accreditation levels: Level 4 Transformation
and Level 4+ Transition. The aviation industry
is setting higher targets and actively seeking
practical ways to reach them, and green
products naturally play a prominent role in
achieving these ambitions.
ITW GSE has analysed the number of GSE
units and the emissions from each product
during an aircraft turnaround. Although it
is perhaps tempting to think that pushback
tractors are the biggest culprit in this respect,
the company’s investigations show that 42%
of emissions during turnaround come from a
diesel-driven GPU, because the diesel unit is
running all the time whereas other types of
equipment are not.
“So if you want to go instantly green, the
replacement of diesel GPUs by eGPUs clearly
gives the most ‘green’ value for money,”

Elvstroem considers.
The ability of ITW GSE’s range of eGPUs
to reduce carbon emissions, plus their high
efficiency and low noise level, has attracted the
attention of many customers and this has, in
turn, encouraged the company to expand its
product range.
In April, it announced the launch of a 180kVA,
400Hz model, including a 140kVA model
based on the same platform. These new and
more powerful eGPUs are especially suited
for widebody aircraft as they have two 400Hz
power outlets and larger battery capacity than
the 90kVA eGPU.
Its complete family of emission-free eGPUs
means that ITW GSE can power any type of
aircraft, from business jets and helicopters
requiring 28VDC to the largest aircraft
demanding a 400Hz power supply.
“Airlines have focused on operating more
efficient fleets and retiring some of their
more polluting aircraft, but they have also
been focused on operating expenditure,” says
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Pedersen. “Batteries are easier to manage and
their operating expenses are not dependent
on fuel prices – which are much more volatile
than the price of electricity. Furthermore, our
eGPUs use simple components and are the
most heavily tested anywhere in the world,”
he continues.
Today, the complete range of ITW GSE 7400
mobile battery-powered GPUs is in use at
airports across the globe, with interest in the
units driven by their sustainability and the
cost savings they offer.
“With the 90kVA being by far the most sold, it
is also the longest living version, whereas the
28VDC JetEx and widebody 140-180kVA are
recent additions. However, we have already
delivered two widebody units to Maastricht
Airport in the Netherlands and supplied
some 28VDC units in the US, Mexico, Japan
and Europe, with one unit going to Shell in
Rotterdam,” Pedersen confirms.
At the beginning of 2021, ITW GSE received
repeat orders from customers who have been
operating on batteries for one or two years
ITW GSE’s 7400 battery family

D

Innovation

uring the pandemic,
ITW GSE’s parent
company (ITW)
focused first and
foremost on the
wellbeing and
support of all employees, and then on
providing customers and end-markets
with excellent service.
“The unique ITW GSE business model
that allows us to quickly and smoothly
scale up and down the production capacity
proved its great value and meant that we
could adapt to the market demand and
keep most men on deck at the same time,”
Elvstroem says.
“As we speak, it is a very strong and
experienced team that is ready for
recovery and to assist our customers with
equipment and advice. Besides, longterm supply chain agreements are in
place, which means that we can deliver
equipment at short notice.”
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Several new initiatives and developments
saw the light of day in 2020 and helped
ITW GSE prepare for recovery, Elvstroem
adds, noting the completion of the
emission-free, mobile eGPU battery family
as one example.
Another is the company’s Intelligent
Power Management (IPM) system,
which offers a complete gate solution.
The smart 3400 pre-conditioned air unit
(PCA) is the key player that monitors
all connected equipment at the aircraft
gate. Should the connected 400Hz GPUs
require maximum power for a short
period, the PCA smoothly adjusts its own
consumption to stay below the pre-set
limit of the complete gate system. The
concept, launched in mid-2020, is starting
to set new standards for contact gates,
Elvstroem adds.
He believes the future will bring a shift
towards fewer GSE suppliers delivering
more products to any given customer, in
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the form of “system solutions”.
Elsewhere, also during the pandemic,
US-based AERO Specialties – which
supplies new, used and refurbished
GSE to its many customers – continued
to innovate. In September last year, for
example, it promoted the AERO JetGo 45400 AC diesel GPU as a “groundbreaking
development” of its heavily revised JetGo
series of GPUs.
A statement from AERO, a subsidiary of
the Alvest Group, said: “This powerful and
compact unit is rated at 45Kva continuous
and is now available to order. The proven
Deutz 2.9 litre turbo charged diesel Tier IV
engine does not require DEF or REGEN –
a huge bonus for operators.”
Describing the unit as “the perfect size
for the regional jet operator requiring
400Hz power”, AERO highlighted the
JetGo 45-400’s low fuel consumption,
competitive pricing, reliability and
ease of operation.

Proven GSE
Better. GSE. Period.

AERO Specialties provides complete aircraft ground support
equipment solutions to corporate, FBO, MRO, military,
airline and general aviation customers worldwide.

+1 (208) 378-9888 | www.aerospecialties.com
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already. One of these is Viggo Service Enablers, which has won
a contract to deliver ground handling services to a number
of gates at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. (Viggo has been the
sole ground handler at Eindhoven Airport for 45 years. It also
has a 10-year contract at Lelystad Airport, and began handling
Transavia at Schiphol on 1 April 2021.)

T

Military applications

he ‘green’ transition is growing stronger
day by day, with not only commercial
aviation but also military customers
setting an increasingly emission-free and
more sustainable course that includes a
willingness to test solutions like ITW GSE’s
270VDC, 400Hz solid-state GPU and eGPU instead of fossil
fuel-powered equipment.
Several military air bases in Europe have become familiar
with the ITW GSE 7400 eGPU, and field tests are in progress
at various locations.
Elvstroem reports: “Although military aircraft power
demand is lower than that of civil aircraft, one airbase said
that they were amazed at the battery capacity. After three
days in use, the eGPU was still running without requiring
a recharge. Moreover, defence customers were thrilled to
discover that the eGPU works silently in hangars, too.”

Instantly green
Of course, the pandemic set back investments across the
board, with many aviation-related businesses losing income
from the outset. Spending on new GSE immediately became
far less of a priority than it was previously.
However, especially in recent months, ITW GSE has seen
renewed interest in both the purchase of its units and its
‘Power by the Hour’ (PBTH) subscription plan. PBTH helps
customers to scale up their operations when demand returns,
while simultaneously transitioning to green solutions without
major capital investments.
Even though the market has not yet fully recovered, at the
time of writing (late July), ITW GSE was negotiating several
contracts based on PBTH conditions. Some contracts had
already been concluded, including one with Viggo Service
Enablers in Amsterdam.
As the subscription plan is more flexible than leasing, it can
easily be adjusted to suit actual demands, both regarding
number of units in service and expected hours of operation. If
demand suddenly rises or falls, the plan is simply adjusted to
the customer’s needs.
“It’s a great initiative to go instantly green!” says Elvstroem.

Transition

Looking back over the past year, Elvstroem highlights a trend for partnerships
aiming to develop new products based on customer demand. “As the objective
is to bring more green products to the market, these development projects are
based on governmental and state grant
funding,” he says.
The transition from fossil fuel products
to electric/battery-driven products is
another trend that will continue to gather
momentum. While its exact timing is
difficult to predict, Elvstroem believes that
“once the transition gets going, it will take
place at a pace that we had never expected.
So be prepared!”
Another GPU provider, Guinault, has also
been developing solutions to help handlers
make the switch from fossil fuels to greener
options. It has been focusing on developing
the most reliable technology, based on its
extensive experience in GPUs across five
continents and in commercial, military and
cargo activities.
For Guinault, energy transition is not
only about electrification, but also about
An ITW GSE 3400 PCA and power coil
durability of the equipment, says CEO
installed under a PBB at Fuzhou Changle
Lionel Clermont. “[Our] units are easily
Airport, China
reparable, instead of being made of very
expensive non-reparable components;
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maintenance accessibility is a core feature
of the product: a durable product instead of
disposable,” he says.
Special attention is given to remote
maintenance and troubleshooting tools,
to enable Guinault’s engineers to offer a
high quality of support to the customer.
In addition: “There is no compromise on
the product quality,” Clermont notes. “The
available technologies are deeply analysed,
and developments are continuously
monitored to offer the most adequate
technology.”
According to Clermont, the selection of LFP
(lithium iron phosphate) batteries made of
prismatic cells, together with smart thermal
management, appeared to be the safest and
most durable solution for Guinault’s e-GPU
product. The batteries are fully accessible,
as are their electronic controls.
The e-GPU is designed to last a long time
in the rough operating conditions on the
ramp. The machine has a very flexible
charging strategy: it can be charged on
high voltage chargers, but also with

400Hz or 50-60Hz power supplies.

APU OFF
Guinault’s GPUs are also available in a
combined ACU (air conditioning unit) 400Hz
package, based on the company’s 400Hz
GPU and its unique alternator. The cooling
section of the Guinault GF15 Combo includes
a unique ‘no frost’ concept that ensures
long-lasting operation in extremely humid
environments.
Having a GPU on hand is simply good sense:
APU (auxiliary power unit) failure is a
possibility that cannot be discounted. In June,
for instance, the departure of a United Nigeria
Airlines flight from Asaba International
Airport was delayed when the Embraer 145’s
APU developed a fault, according to a press
report. Passengers had to disembark while the
APU was repaired – because the airport does
not have a GPU.
But Guinault’s all-in-one Combo solution is
not just a useful backup. It is actually “a great
substitute” for the APU, Clermont says.
Traditionally, equipment supplied by

general manufacturers has not allowed for a
realistic substitution of the APU, according
to Guinault. Indeed, it is common to see
a parked aircraft running its APU (APU
ON) to ensure passenger comfort, while
simultaneously GSE continues to operate
without powering the aircraft – consuming
fuel and costing money.
Clermont observes: “A GPU will generate 700
tonnes of CO2 savings (and corresponding
kerosene burn) every year by allowing APU
OFF. The e-GPU (or converter) brings another
40 tonnes of CO2 savings, compared to a
diesel GPU.
“Guinault’s wish is to bring solutions that
really ensure APU OFF first, electric being
even better, and durability being a must. APU
OFF is … Guinault’s speciality.”
Marketwise, Clermont is confident that air
traffic is about to enter an “intense” period,
boosted by both strong passenger wish to travel,
as well as environmental trends.
“It might take some time to reach the level we
experienced before Covid, but the expected rise
remains promising and exciting,” he says.
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Innovation in GSE:
Textron’s TUG ALPHA 1
Equipment manufacturers are
working harder than ever to offer
new product designs that provide
something a little extra for GSE
operators. Now, perhaps more than
ever, it is vital to give customers
real ‘value-add’, and this is what
we see with the TUG™ ALPHA 1
narrowbody pushback… as GSE
Textron’s vice president and
general manager, Matt Chaffin,
explains, in this first segment of our
three-part Innovation in GSE series
40
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hen was the TUG ALPHA 1 first
introduced to the market, and was
it a complex process of design and
development, given that it can be
battery, diesel or gas-powered?

The TUG ALPHA 1 was launched in October as a unique addition
to the narrowbody pushback category of products.
Designing the TUG ALPHA 1 with three powertrain options
– lithium, gas and diesel – and the ability to upgrade internal
combustion models to lithium in the future was a big priority for
the Textron GSE engineering team. The team had to consider all
components within the development process to ensure we met the
performance criteria customers required, while offering a versatile
platform that could accept lithium technology in the future in a
more cost-effective customer solution.
Additionally, the TUG ALPHA 1 was purpose built to incorporate
standard functionality not found with other models. The design
encompasses many features specifically focused on safety
including a unique centre-drive design, superior tow-bar visibility
that enables the driver to see the hitch without standing or the
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The TUG ALPHA 1 is engineered to
support aircraft up to the A321 or 737
MAX in both pushback operations as well
as intermittent maintenance tows
Matt Chaffin,
Textron GSE
use of mirrors, ground maintenance
access points, integrated footholds,
handrails and flat landing platforms and
a hitch pin sensor that disables pushback
mode if it is not properly secured to the
aircraft.
Every inch of the TUG ALPHA 1 was
developed with performance, safety and
cost of ownership in mind. Plus the TUG
ALPHA 1 also offers parts commonality
across the TUG ALPHA product line,
and a wide range of additional options,
including an on-board charger for the
lithium model which is J1772 compliant
[J1772 is a North American standard for
electrical connectors].

The gas-powered design is clearly
unique. Can you tell us more about it?
The gas powertrain provides an option
for customers to avoid the complexities
of diesel after-treatment systems, while
still providing the torque, power and
run-time of a conventional dieselpowered product.
Obviously, electric products are gaining
traction because of their eco-friendly
benefits, but infrastructure is still
evolving, which makes gas products a
better solution over diesel. Textron GSE
is proud to launch a product that is a first
of its kind for customers.

And with regard to the lithium variant,
is this lithium-ion? Is it an off-the-shelf
battery pack, or a battery design you
have developed yourselves?
The battery pack was specifically
developed for the TUG ALPHA 1, which
delivers consistent performance over the
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product life cycle with a battery that does
not significantly degrade over time like
lead-acid technology, can be opportunity
charged without damaging battery
performance and charges twice as fast,
increasing productivity.
Also, the TUG ALPHA 1 is equipped with
a built-in battery management system
(BMS) that monitors the health and
performance of the battery, utilising a
telemetry system, for increased safety.

Flexibility seems to be a key element
of the TUG ALPHA 1; has that been
well received in the market?
The TUG ALPHA 1 was engineered for
global use specifically for narrowbody
aircraft and features a maximum
drawbar of 24,000 pounds (10,886kg, or
nearly 11 tonnes).
Powertrain options include lithium as well
as Tier 3, Tier 4F and Stage V engines. All
models are CE certified, designed to meet
or exceed SAE and IATA specifications.
The TUG ALPHA 1 is engineered to
support aircraft up to the A321 or 737
MAX in both pushback operations as
well as intermittent maintenance tows.
Textron GSE has received strong interest
for the TUG ALPHA 1, especially as
customers ramp up operations to meet
travel and cargo demands. The lithium
model is receiving a lot of attention, due
to its eco-friendly footprint, design and
safety benefits.
In fact, there are several demonstration
units currently with customers and the
feedback has been very positive. Textron
GSE anticipates a strong back half of the
year in sales.
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Every inch of the
TUG ALPHA 1
was developed
with performance,
safety and cost of
ownership in mind
Matt Chaffin,
Textron GSE
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Innovation in GSE:
the X-WAY MOVER
In the second part of our Innovation in GSE section of this
issue, we look at the innovative X-WAY MOVER, which is able to
execute a number of tasks supporting the movement of cargo
to and from aircraft; indeed it is for the entire ULD handling
process, say HUBTEX and DIMOS, which together developed
the latest generation X-WAY MOVER. Michael Röbig, marketing
director of HUBTEX Maschinenbau GmbH and Pascal
Schütz, responsible for sales and development at DIMOS
Maschinenbau GmbH DIMOS, put us in the picture…
44
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an you tell us a little bit about the
history of HUBTEX and DIMOS, and
about the X-WAY MOVER?

Michael Röbig: HUBTEX and our partner
DIMOS are system suppliers in the
air cargo sector. Together, we develop
sustainable vehicles and logistics solutions to optimise
handling processes. HUBTEX is the leading international
manufacturer of custom-made industrial trucks, side
loaders and special equipment for the transport of long,
heavy and bulky goods.
The company was founded in 1981 and develops as well
as manufactures vehicles that maintain an efficient flow
of materials and goods in the tightest of spaces from our
headquarters in Fulda. Our side loaders and industrial
trucks are marketed through a global network of over 60
sales and service partners.
Pascal Schütz: The X-Way Mover has been used at airports
around the world since the mid-2000s and has now been
significantly improved. This further development is thanks
to a collaboration agreed between HUBTEX and DIMOS
in 2017
Back in 2004, DIMOS designed a combined handling

MONOBLOC 230

vehicle for the air cargo sector, which has now been
enhanced and optimised with additional functions. The
X-Way Mover takes over the entire ULD handling process
from landside to airside. The latest generation of the
vehicle operates with low emissions and is extremely
flexible thanks to the all-in-one approach.

Was the X-WAY MOVER specifically designed for
the air freight business, for moving ULDs to/from
aircraft and within warehouses?
Michael Röbig: The X-WAY MOVER can act as a seamless
extension to any kind of terminal or can be used in
facilities with varied operating tasks – even in 24/7
operation. The vehicle is perfect for loading or unloading
trucks as well as dollies, and can therefore replace truck
docks and cargo transporters.
It can also be used as an elevating transfer vehicle (ETV)
for loading and unloading air cargo across as many as
three levels and as a transfer vehicle for stationary freight
facilities. As well as being applicable for indoor use –
thanks to soft elastic tyres – it can also be used outdoors.
Its hybrid drive is able to switch between diesel and
electric power.

Go
your
Way!

The newly developed, autonomous
snow blower meets the EU Stage V
emission standard and can be
equipped with a radio remote control.
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INFORMATION
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contact person providing all services
and functions. In consequence, running
costs decrease while at the same time
availability and productivity increase.

Have you sold many units of the
X-WAY MOVER into the air cargo
market?

DIMOS’s Pascal Schütz, left, and HUBTEX’s Michael Röbig, on the right

Do you offer various models of the
X-Way Mover for carrying different
weights, and perhaps different
sorts of cargo?
Pascal Schütz: That is correct. The latest
generation of the product range includes
the X-Way Mover 140 and the smaller
X-Way Mover 70. The X-Way Mover 140
has a maximum load capacity of 14,000kg
[14 tonnes] and is specially designed to
handle 20-ft ULD containers.
The vehicle is 7.625m in length, 4.76m
in width and 3.282m in height, with a
platform width of 2.5m. The transfer
height of the platform can be adjusted to
between 200mm and 7.2m by means of a
new mast system.
The smaller X-Way Mover 70 has a
maximum load capacity of 6,800kg [6.8
tonnes]. Since this vehicle specialises in
the handling of 10-ft ULD containers, the
outer dimensions of 4.563 x 4.6 x 3.282m
are significantly reduced compared to the
140 model. The platform width remains
2.5m.
The X-Way Mover can handle up to 40
ULDs per hour.

What sets the vehicle apart from
other cargo loaders, would you say?
Michael Röbig: HUBTEX and DIMOS
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produce the only vehicle in the world
that combines all the functions required
for handling and transporting ULDs. The
X-Way Mover speeds up the handling of
goods such as life-saving medicines or
perishable goods, such as food or flowers/
plants, which are usually stored in ULD
containers, because the transport vehicle
single-handedly takes on the tasks of the
truck dock, transfer vehicle, ETV, pallet
mover and dolly dock.
This combined approach results in less
downtime or no downtime at all during
transport. The X-Way Mover pushes back
the system boundaries and is capable of
tackling the entire ULD handling process
from landside to airside.
To sum it up: Everything is easier with
the X-Way Mover because this vehicle
combines multiple functions and is
therefore able to take over the entire
handling process at the terminal.
Handling equipment such as slave pallet
movers, truck docks, stackers, dolly
docks or transfer vehicles are therefore
superfluous and can be replaced by a
single vehicle.
A very significant aspect is that thanks
to the use of the X-Way Mover, the costs
for service and maintenance decrease
drastically, since there is only one main
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Pascal Schütz: As of today, we count 20
to 25 delivered units per year. Markets
in Europe, the Middle East as well as
Japan and China have been particularly
interested in our innovative solutions for
ULD handling. The X-Way Mover, which
was developed in accordance with IATA
[International Air Transport Association]
standards, already boasts four of the
five largest air cargo companies in the
world among its customers. They have
implemented two or more X-Way Movers
in their process.
Next to the big players there are also many
small companies that have shown their
interest in the X-Way Mover, mainly because
of the flexibility that it offers during peak
times and its low costs for maintenance.

What else do your companies offer
to complement the value of the
X-Way Mover?
Pascal Schütz: It is important to add that
both HUBTEX and DIMOS provide a wide
range of products that are specifically
constructed to meet the individual
demands of our customer in the field of
ULD handling.
Since both companies act as system
suppliers, our work does not start and
finish with simply providing the product.
We begin by creating the whole process
with our customers and by consulting
them in regards to establishing a flexible
procedure. We know how important it is
for customers to react to peak times and
reduce the need for additional manpower
to a minimum.
As a result, our work starts very early:
first, the process and the tonnage to
be transported need to be defined.
Afterwards we support our customers
with the choice of a suitable vehicle setup and not only accompany our customers
during the implementation but also act as
a permanent consultant and partner.
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Innovation in
GSE: ArcWize
In the third part of our Innovation in GSE
section of this issue, we look at Xsight’s
ArcWize, which is described as an
“intelligent runway monitoring system”.
ArcWize automatically alerts airport
operators when runway conditions
change, enabling airports to comply
easily with Global Reporting Format
(GRF) criteria, as well as supporting
real-time decision-making capability
and maximising runway availability.
Xsight CEO Amir Leybov tells all…

C

an you tell us a little bit
about Xsight Systems?

The essence of Xsight
Systems is to develop
solutions that provide
airport operators with a
reliable, real-time and accurate assessment
of hazards that pose a risk to the safety and
continuous operation of aircraft during takeoff and landing.
In order to meet these challenges, we collect
and analyse vast amounts of data from a
wide variety of Xsight’s proprietary Surface
Detection Units (sensors) that are capable of
gathering runway information remotely.
The company was established in 2005 and our
first mission was to develop a solution capable
of continuously monitoring runways, day
and night and in all weather conditions, to be
able to detect and alert the presence of foreign
object debris (FOD).
Our aim is centred on eliminating the risk
of crash occurrences, such as that which
befell Air France Flight 4590 on 25 July 2000,
when a Concorde supersonic airplane ran
over debris on the runway during take-off
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and consequently blew a tyre. This then
sent debris flying into the underside of the
left wing and into the landing gear bay. The
accident resulted in the death of all 109
people on board and four people on the
ground, as well as injuring others.
It was only natural for Xsight to leverage
the advantages of our hybrid technology to
expand our capabilities and address additional
runway safety hazards such as birds and
wildlife, as well as all types of runway
contaminants.
The detection and removal of safety hazards
are critical elements of an airport’s safety
management system (SMS). These hazards
dictate that an effective safety solution
must be capable of performing not only the
essential detection and alert functions, but
also equip the operator with investigation and
classification capabilities to determine the
severity of the risk. The solution also needs to
support real-time decision making to respond
as and when required before the next aircraft
moves into the affected area.
Xsight’s research and development centre is
located in Israel and it also has offices in the
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Amir Leybov, CEO of Xsight

US and in Europe.
Xsight’s solutions include FODetect™,
BirdWize™, ViewWize™ and ArcWize™. All
solutions can stand alone or be integrated into
our RunWize™ platform, allowing for full
control and visibility across airport runways.
Our customers include Beijing Daxing, Beijing
Capital, Qatar Hamad, Seattle-Tacoma,
Boston Logan, Bangkok Suvarnabhumi and
Tel Aviv Ben Gurion airports.

How many sensors do you have
currently deployed airside at airports
around the world?
Xsight has already deployed more than 1,500
sensors around the world.

When did ArcWize officially go live, and
does it yet have any users?
ArcWize is now officially launched, and the
system’s inaugural deployment will be held
at one of the leading airports in Germany
as well as in Asia, in November, at the same
time as the GRF becomes applicable. [New
ICAO GRF – or Global Reporting Format –
requirements for runway surface conditions
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requirements will become applicable on 4
November 2021.]

Was it designed and developed with
the needs of the GRF in mind?
We were already in ongoing discussions with
our customers regarding the development of
more comprehensive runway safety solutions.
GRF regulations just provided an additional
framework to focus our efforts on. We see
it as an opportunity for airports to move to
more data-driven and digitalised runway
operations. Thus, the system was designed to
meet GRF and customers’ demand, looking
beyond GRF regulations.

Can you tell us about the multi-layered
technology that ArcWize uses to locate
and identify objects on the runway and
the AI that supports that?
ArcWize addresses runway excursion risk
factors associated with runway contaminants.
Its sensing solution comprises multiple sensor
types to provide a full understanding of the

runway surface condition status. The multilayered sensor system continuously monitors
runways, providing accurate and timely
visualisation of runway surface conditions
and alerts airports to any change in the
surface condition. ArcWize uses new sensing
and other technologies aimed at measuring
contaminants on the runway.
Indeed, ArcWize’s artificial intelligence
(AI) and data processing are the foundation
of producing future understandings of
runway conditions through unprecedented
digitalisation of runway data.

How does it interact with and
complement your other systems:
BirdWize, ViewWize and FODetect?
ArcWize is part of [Xsight’s base platform]
RunWize’s holistic approach to full control
and visibility through continuous monitoring
and detection of every aspect to do with safety
risks on the runway.
In a similar way to the other systems
incorporated within RunWize, ArcWize

provides real-time alerts, leading to better
awareness and supporting the operator with
generation of SNOWTAM/NOTAM syntax
[SNOWTAM is defined by ICAO as a special
series Notice to Airmen (NOTAM), flagging
up the presence of hazardous conditions due
to snow, ice and the like].
Using any of our systems, the outcome is
always safer and more efficient runway
operations, thanks to higher runway
availability and capacity.

How does ArcWize compare with
other scanning and identification
technology for runways that are
available in the market?
There are other basic GRF technologies
available; however, they do not match
ArcWize’s remote sensing capabilities.
They are also unable to provide the
richness of data that ArcWize can: the
data we provide can be used for timely
decision making that helps to build more
runway capacity.
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Surviving the downturn
Airside Airport Equipment, a Farnborough Airport, UK-based
provider of new and refurbished GSE, has had to ride out the
tough times of 2020-21, just like most of those – big and small –
involved in supplying equipment to the aviation industry. Managing
director Mike Cardy explains how the company has done it

“

There was a dramatic drop in
enquiries at the end of March
2020 [as the Covid-19 pandemic
first began to be felt in the UK
and elsewhere] which forced me
to put the office administrator
onto the government’s furlough system and
to run the workshop with engineers on an
hourly rate as and when required,” Cardy
recalls.
He became the sole occupant of the
Airside Airport Equipment office at
Farnborough Airport, which at least
means that even during the national
lockdown and under all the social
distancing constraints he could continue
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Airside Airport Equipment’s
air-conditioning units

to go into work. Both there and in the
company workshop the appropriate
health-related signage was displayed,
while hand cleanser was available for any
visitors.
The company applied for rate grants
that were made available by the state for
financial assistance to those companies
hit hard by the impact of the pandemic,
and these injected three significant
payments into the business to cover
overheads. Airside Airport Equipment’s
bookkeeper also applied successfully to
obtain a loan under the UK Government’s
Bounce Back Loan Scheme (BBLS),
although this – as the ‘loan’ part of the
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name suggests – has to be repaid.
The company workshop remained open.
At the time, work on hand included
construction of a towable ambulift for the
Sharjah Ruler’s Royal Flight, a pedestrian
control stair for Farnborough Airport and
another for the Falkland Islands, as well as
a towable belt loader for aviation services
provider TAG (Airside’s home base of TAG
Farnborough Airport was acquired by
Macquarie in 2019, and then changed its
name to Farnborough Airport).
For these and other jobs, “It was difficult
to obtain parts but we managed,” Cardy
remembers.
Meanwhile, although demand for GSE
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remained buoyant and
aircraft salvage companies
also ordered equipment
regularly. Such GSE was
primarily required as
refurbished rather than new
equipment but, as Cardy
points out, there was an
abundance of used items
flooding the industry.
“It ranged from maintenance
steps, ground power units
(GPUs), tow bars, nitrogen
carts and so on. Wheel
chocks were also in demand.
We would return the
equipment to zero hours by
rebuild and replacement of
components.”
The refurbished passenger steps prior to
Another of Airside’s projects
transport to the Falkland Islands
was for an airline that asked
the company to deliver GPUs and combined
fell dramatically because of the collapse of
air-conditioning/heater units for its B737
the aviation industry, the air cargo sector
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MAX fleet, an order which Airside took on.
However, there was a change of mind at the
carrier and the AC units were not in fact
taken on. Airside has been looking to sell
them to another customer; they are brand
new and still in their packaging.
The passenger stairs ordered for the
Falkland Islands was another interesting
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was incorporated into the build and could
be an option for other customers based
outside the UK, Cardy suggests.
Looking ahead, “Things are slowly picking
up and there are potential orders possible
but it’s a buyers market at the moment,”
he advises. Cardy believes that, longer
term, the GSE market may involve a lot
more refurbishment than has been seen
previously. Auctions of used GSE are
now a feature of the market, for example,
catering for those who do not want to
spend heavily on new equipment.
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Norwegian
handler takes
the strain

O

n 1 May this year, WGH
began ground handling
at Oslo Gardermoen
Airport for its sister
business, Widerøe
Airline. This brought
to 42 the number of stations within the
country at which WGH currently provides
handling services.
Not since 2008 had WGH been active
in Oslo, so the addition of the station
was a major boost for the GSP. In preCovid-19 pandemic times, Widerøe
Airline operated about 7,000 flights year
into and out of Oslo, although this figure
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Widerøe Ground Handling (WGH) has,
like other ground service providers
(GSPs) around the world, had a tough
time over the past 18 months or
so; but it has continued to operate
throughout the crisis and looked for
new ways to gain business

has fallen to about 5,500 a year during
the crisis. Across its entire network, WGH
handles about 185,000 flights in a normal
12-month period – although in 2020 this
figure fell, and it will have done so again
this year.
WGH provides all kinds of ground
services– not only ramp handling,
including de-icing, but the full range of
passenger handling, cargo and warehouse
handling, call centre operations and
security. Its customers number more
than 100, encompassing shippers and
forwarders as well as airlines, the latter
including such carriers as Lufthansa, Air
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France KLM, SAS, Norwegian and, of
course, sister enterprise Widerøe.
Given the range of airlines it serves, it
is no surprise then that WGH handles a
wide range of aircraft: everything from
Dash 8 turborprops, B737s and A320
narrowbodies, right up to B777s. It meets
the needs of these airlines’ own passenger
and freight customers; with regard to the
latter, for example, WGH handles Qatar
Airways B777s able to fly more than 50
tonnes of fresh seafood in their bellyholds
twice a week out of Bodø in northern
Norway.
To provide this wide variety of ground
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handling services takes a similarly broad
range of GSE, from smaller ramp and
passenger handling equipment to big
maindeck loaders and big de-icing rigs.
What is more, informs Kjell Maudal, chief
commercial officer of WGH, the handler
has invested heavily over the past year
or so in new GSE. Significant money has
been spent on, for example, 18 sets of
passenger steps acquired from Slovenian
manufacturer TIPS; 15 Power Stow belt
loaders, as well as two others; six Linde
baggage tractors; de-icing units destined
for the start-up operation in Oslo; and
large numbers of smaller but nevertheless
important GSE such as ground power
units (GPUs) and air starter units (ASUs).

Sustainability
One of the important priorities set by WGH
in the nature of its overall offering – and this
is reflected in its GSE acquisition decisions –
is sustainability.
“This is one area in which we are able
to differentiate ourselves from other
service providers,” notes Maudal. The
environmental impact of a ground services
provider in terms of harmful emissions is
not insignificant, he points out, and so WGH
has looked to acquire as much electrically
powered GSE as possible.
It will continue to do so, confirms Maudal,
who looks forward to the day when all GSE

can be powered in more environmentally
friendly ways. He references, by way of
example, the fact that a handler operating a
de-icer pretty much 24 hours a day will not
want a battery-powered rig – there is not
enough time to take it out of use in order to
charge its batteries.
In terms of new GSE acquisitions, WGH
has also switched its focus from leasing to
purchasing new equipment. It certainly
does not rule out the former as an option,
but purchasing has become the preferred
strategic option right now, Maudal advises.

Surviving the impact of the pandemic
As noted above, WGH has not been
unaffected by the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic on the aviation industry. And
it made changes in its procedures and
deployment of resources to meet the
changing times. In terms of personnel,
some people had to be laid off, whether
temporarily or permanently, while in
terms of processes WGH moved quickly
to minimise the level of contact between
its handlers and others – particularly the
travelling public.
The number of ‘touch points’, as they
are sometimes described, was primarily
minimised through the adoption of as
many passenger self-service procedures
and devices, such as self-service baggage
drop desks, as possible. “But we looked at

all passenger procedures to see how we
could make the whole process smoother,”
says Maudal.
WGH is still considering such options as,
for example, using technology to remotely
monitor boarding processes in order to
minimise the number of staff present and
therefore possibly in contact with travellers.
Things could certainly have been worse. “In
Norway, we have been lucky,” he says, the
government having supported the aviation
industry there, especially domestic flight
services.
Meanwhile, WGH has also sought
alternative ways of bringing in revenue.
For instance, in May it confirmed that it
had sealed a deal with airport operator
Lufthavndrift for the provision of airport
security control at Haugesund Airport
from 1 September, while it also began
delivering assistance services to passengers
of restricted mobility at the same airport on
1 June this year.
This complemented a similar PRM handling
contract agreed with Norway’s stateowned airport operator Avinor (which is
responsible for a total of more than 40 of the
nation’s gateways) covering 39 stations that
went into effect on 1 May.
And, when things do begin to return to
normality, WGH is ready and waiting to
ramp up its operations to meet increased
demand, Maudal confirms.
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K&M lands its
biggest contract yet

Using an RD30 on the nose
landing gear of a B747-400

Austria-based aircraft recovery specialist K&M has inked a deal with Spanish
state-owned national airports operator Aena for the delivery of 39 aircraft
recovery dollies, K&M’s biggest ever order. It’s the latest sign of success for
this small but fast-growing company

K

&M Airporttechnik
GmbH was established
in 2007 by two men
experienced in the
demands of aircraft
recovery from airport
pavements. Walter Mühlfellner had
been the deputy operations manager at
Austria’s Graz Airport, while Franz Körbler
had served as the airport’s fire brigade
commander.
They knew all about the challenges of
recovering stranded aircraft unable to move
safely without causing damage under their
own power from a runway or taxiway,
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and about the pressure to finish the job as
quickly as possible. They were firmly of the
belief that the tools available to the airport
fire team at the time were not ideal for the
job, and believed they could design and
develop something better.
They started initially with 5- and 10-tonne
aircraft recovery dollies – which are placed
under damaged aircraft nose landing gear
and then towed by a suitable vehicle – but
understood that much bigger equipment
was needed. So, they began developing
what were to become – in addition to the
5-tonne capacity RD5 – the RD10, RD13,
RD25, RD30, RD45, RD60 and others right
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up to the biggest currently available, the
RD100 100-tonne capacity dolly, which was
first built in 2016 and delivered to Madrid
in Spain.
The dollies can handle both narrowbody
and widebody main landing gears and are
also used for nose landing gears.
The RD100, which is the world’s biggest
aircraft recovery dolly, K&M says, can
be used to recover the biggest of today’s
commercial passenger-carrying aircraft: the
A350-1000 and the A380.
K&M soon came to dominate the aircraft
recovery dolly market in Austria (a market
Article continues on page 56...
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Designed from experience
&M’s aircraft recovery
dollies were designed
by experienced aircraft
recovery specialists
and Mühlfellner
and Körbler were
determined to ensure that the equipment
would be as simple to use and maintain
as possible. Only by having simple-to-use
equipment can aircraft be recovered as
swiftly as required when the pressure is
on to return an airport’s operations to full
intensity, without the constraints of an
immobile aircraft sitting on a runway or
taxiway.
Although simple to use – only three
levers are typically used on an RD100
dolly during an aircraft recovery

process – the dollies are extremely
effective, notes global sales director
Walter Rossmann. The heavy aircraft
load is distributed onto a large number
of dolly wheels in order to spread the
weight and so avoid any secondary
damage to an airport pavement in
the form of grooves worn into the
surface during the recovery process – a
potentially particularly serious problem
with asphalt surfaces at airports in hot
countries.
Minimal pressure is placed on the aircraft
landing gear during the recovery process,
Rossmann notes. All dolly wheels can turn
through 360 degrees and the aircraft can
be towed either forward or backward, thus
saving time and money on manoeuvring,

while the loading platform of a dolly can
be lowered flat to the runway, enabling
extremely quick recovery of an aircraft
that has sustained tyre damage. K&M
states that an aircraft that has been
disabled due to tyre damage and is causing
an obstruction can be moved out of the
way within just half an hour.
Up to five K&M dollies can be used to pick
up a single aircraft, while the wide variety
of models available offers aircraft recovery
specialists a great deal of flexibility to choose
the best dollies for the job in hand.
Vehicle trailers can typically be used to tow
the smaller 5-tonne and 10-tonne dollies
out to an aircraft, while a dedicated K&M
transport platform is available for moving
the larger dollies.

Advanced baggage and cargo handling solutions

Fast and safe baggage and
cargo handling
Faster turnaround
Fewer body injuries
Increased productivity
Fewer aircraft and baggage damages
Facilitates social distancing procedures
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RD100, RD30 and RD10
dollies with RT30 and RT10
recovery tow bars

which essentially derives from the six
gateways of Vienna, Salzburg, Innsbruck,
Linz and Klagenfurt, as well as Graz). In
2007, its first year of operation, it sold units
into Graz, Innsbruck and Vienna, and in
2008 Linz, Klagenfurt and Vienna joined its
client list.
Two years later, various RD models were
sold abroad for the first time, to Cannes
in France and Münster in Germany. So, in
2011 the decision was taken to really branch
out into the international market, at which
point Walter Rossmann joined the company
to act as global sales director. Since then,
K&M dollies have been put into operation
at airports as geographically diverse as
Ljubljana in Slovenia, the US Air Force base
at Incirlik in Turkey, London Stansted in the
UK, Riga in Latvia and Beijing Daxing in
China.
K&M doesn’t manufacture the dollies itself:
that task is carried out at the factory of Ferk
Metallbau GmbH located about 40km to the
south of Graz. Ferk Metallbau is contracted
to handle K&M’s production requirements,
acting as the exclusive manufacturer for
K&M’s 100% Austrian product. K&M does
handle its own training, however, going out
to new customers who need to be trained on
the equipment.

A show of confidence
This latest big Aena order is not the first it
has placed with K&M, the airport authority
having already taken delivery of large
56

numbers of other K&M dollies and placed
them in service at numerous Spanish
gateways over the years since 2014. These
gateways include the big hubs of Madrid
and Barcelona as well as smaller pointto-point destinations such as Albacete,
Alicante, Burgos, Cordoba, Gran Canaria,
Girona, Ibiza, Logrono, Salamanca,
San Sebastian, Palma de Mallorca and
Valladolid.
Nevertheless, the Aena order – which was
signed on 16 June this year – is important
because it represents the purchase of so
many dollies in just one contract. Delivery
of the 39 units is required within 14 months,
but K&M hopes to complete delivery within
a year, ahead of schedule. The dollies are
destined for 14 different Spanish airports,
mainly smaller gateways, given that the
nation’s big air hubs are already well served
by K&M equipment.
The contract has a value of 2.28 million
euros (US$2.71 million) and includes the
purchase of 14 RD5s, 12 RD10s and 13
RD30s, along with various accessories and
the provision of associated training.
Given the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
on the aviation industry, the placement
of this order represents a huge success for
K&M, Rossmann believes. The pandemic
did have an effect on the sale, however.
Aena had initially wanted a physical
demonstration of the aircraft recovery
equipment being proposed by the various
companies involved in the tender process,
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but the restrictions implemented as a result
of the pandemic in Spain put paid to that.
Instead, bidders were asked to supply video
evidence of their equipment in operation.
The deal with Aena was brokered by
K&M’s agent in Spain, Enrique Feduchy,
managing director of Blackorix Global
Partners. Blackorix acts for K&M in
the Spanish, Portuguese, US and South
American markets.
As part of K&M’s growth strategy,
its existing dealer network covering
Blackorix’s areas of responsibility as well
as Indonesia, China and India will be
expanded in the “medium term”, with
potential dealers being lined up for the
Northern European and Asian markets.

Other products
Meanwhile, as well as its various RD dollies,
tow bars and shear pins, K&M also offers
a range of other equipment dedicated to
aircraft recovery. For example, its SPEEDER
Model 30 & Model 100 units, which are used
in combination with RD dollies, are used
in cases of aircraft wheel rims having been
virtually destroyed, without the need for an
expensive and time-consuming lifting bag
system for the aeroplane’s recovery.
The damaged landing gear is raised off the
ground using a hydraulic cylinder or other
recovery jack. The gear needs to be raised
only 150mm off the ground, and a SPEEDER
is then placed under the gear. The aircraft
can then be lowered gently down onto the
SPEEDER , which is then pulled by a tow
vehicle onto the most suitable RD dolly
platform. The whole can then be towed away
to a suitable place for repairs to take place.
K&M’s FAST (Fuselage Adjusting Sling
Transport) system, meanwhile, fits under
an aircraft’s fuselage – as opposed to the
dollies that are applied around an aircraft’s
landing gear – and so enables the body of
the aircraft to be picked up in the event of a
collapsed nose landing gear. The FAST sling
system is used in conjunction with dollies
such as the RD30 or RD100 or appropriate
trailers for towing of the aircraft.
Using slings avoids the chance of
secondary damage to an aircraft body that
can be caused by fuselage recovery tables
that are generally otherwise used for
fuselage lifting.

Practical experience:
ACO Surface Water Management

Buenos Aires, Argentina
2021

Advantages
Prefabricated large capacity
separator for high-speed installation

Buenos Aires (Argentina)

Expansion and remodeling of
the Jorge Newbery International
Metropolitan Airport
Environmental protection by
Treatment of pollutants in the
drainage and rainwater network.
At the end of 2019, ACO was contacted to
consult the planners redesigning the drainage
of the Jorge Newbery airport platform
in Buenos Aires. The planner’s goal was
to treat and clean the surface water from
pollution and therefore the supply of a hydrocarbon
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product
The 24/7 interior alarm system
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program as
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separator with a large treatment
capacity was required. Finally, a horizontal
Oleopass using mechanical coalescing
technology with 800 l/s and an integrated
bypass was recommended by ACO.
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Mallaghan launches all-new
i-tec electric GSE brand
Dungannon, Northern Ireland-based GSE manufacturer Mallaghan has
launched a new brand of eco-friendly and electric equipment. Its i-tec range
will encompass GSE involved in ground handling, cargo handling, passenger
transportation, aircraft catering and cleaning, and maintenance

T

he new i-tec GSE will be developed at
Mallaghan’s manufacturing facilities in
Northern Ireland and in Georgia, in the
south-eastern US.
Director Niall Mallaghan comments:
“New technology and alternative energies
will be two of the most significant drivers as the aviation
industry strives to reduce carbon emissions.
“We are therefore very proud to play our part in this by
developing electric GSE that will help our customers
achieve their environmental targets and responsibly futureproof their operations.

“Mallaghan undertook significant research to understand the
unique needs and requirements of our aviation colleagues,
and these findings were central to the development of our i-tec
portfolio,” he continues.
“Details of the electric products have been warmly welcomed
by customers who are now looking to the future after an
incredibly difficult year.”
Niall Mallaghan tells Airside that the company is developing
electric GSE with both lithium and lead acid batteries as their
power source, depending on which battery type best suits its
customers’ operations. “Electric-powered vehicles and GSE
is gaining momentum in all our markets and is doing so

Niall Mallaghan kicks off
the company’s i-tec ecofriendly programme
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worldwide,” he advises. “A few of the ground
handing companies have set carbon-free
dates, so I guess [they are] leading the way,
but other ground handling companies are
definitely also making enquiries of us with
regards to electric GSE.”
Niall Mallaghan adds: “Innovation for
aviation has been the motto at Mallaghan
since our inception in the 1990s, and the
electrification of our product ranges is a
significant step for the company.
“We have always sought to provide GSE
to our customers that not only supports
their operational requirements but also
assists with achieving their organisational
objectives. With sustainability high up on
the aviation agenda, we’re delighted to play
a role in supporting our partners meet their
green targets.”
The i-tec brand is building on current strength
within Mallaghan, which already offers
a wide range of GSE that can be powered
electrically, including its apron bus, its
Bendibelt aircraft baggage loading equipment
and both towable and self-propelled passenger

stairs. The rollout of i-tec equipment already
takes in deliveries of passenger stairs to
markets including Scandinavia, Dublin in
Ireland, the UK and Italy. An electric bus is
also expected to be delivered to an airport
in London as this magazine prepares for
publication.

Overcoming difficult times
The i-tec brand is just one example of how
Mallaghan has innovated in what is an
incredibly challenging time for the aviation
industry and those manufacturers that
support it.
“The aviation sector has had a tough 18
months and I don’t think anyone has
escaped,” Niall Mallaghan observes. “We were
fortunate to have a very large order book prior
to the lockdowns and have also used our time
to carry out product improvements as well
as production improvements by installing
the latest steel-cutting machinery, including
a tube laser and other computer programs to
aid production systems.”
And, despite the market downturn, demand

has held up relatively well in the US, and
Mallaghan has also received significant
orders from the UK and Middle East in
recent times.
“Every new day now is a day closer to the
end of this pandemic and the new normal,
whatever that will be,” Niall Mallaghan notes.
“But aviation will thrive, as we all by human
nature want to travel, whether for holidays or
business, and love the feeling of getting away
to visit relatives and foreign countries.
“Mallaghan too will thrive and is very well
placed to provide both diesel and electric GSE
for airport needs, thanks to our worldwide
office locations, large modern production
factories and our great staff to make it all
happen,” he concludes.
Mallaghan’s global network of customers
includes airlines, airports and ground
handling agents (GHAs). Today, operators
of Mallaghan GSE include Aer Lingus,
British Airways (part of IAG), China Eastern
Airlines, Delta Air Lines, easyJet, Emirates,
Etihad, Menzies Aviation, Qantas, Qatar
Airways, Ryanair, SAS and Swissport.

One step
ahead
Let us help you and be one step ahead and
protect GSE from an unwanted engine fire.
Fogmaker's fire suppression system, with
high-pressure water mist, will give you an
efficient fire protection performance. The
system is automatic, position independent,
requires no power supply, and has a longer
emptying time which prevents reignition,
downtime. It also buys time for evacuation.
With 230,000 installations worldwide we
protects life and machinery every day.

fogmaker.com
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ABM Aviation plays its part
Antony Marke, managing director of ABM Aviation, explains how the aviation
services provider that undertakes ground handling at most big UK airports,
including London Heathrow, London Gatwick, London Stansted, Liverpool John
Lennon Manchester and Glasgow, as well as being active at most major US
airports and elsewhere around the world, has adapted to Covid-19 conditions
and the downturn in the aviation sector

W

hat were
the primary
measures
that ABM
introduced
into its various
handling operations as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic?
In response to the pandemic, our business
introduced the ABM EnhancedClean™
programme for our clients. It safeguards the
public with a beyond-normal approach to
cleaning and disinfecting in public spaces.
We use the three-step EnhancedClean
programme on aircraft and in Glasgow
Airport using our electrostatic fogging
machines that are designed to kill germs
within two minutes. As part of the
programme, we also carry out frequent
disinfection, using hospital grade disinfectants
on high-volume touch points such as aircraft
tray tables and door handles.
From the very start of the pandemic, ABM
also immediately took significant steps to
proactively mitigate risks to team members.
We thoroughly assessed risk for each service
that we provide, looked at the operational
environments and then worked with our
business partners and clients to implement
controls.
We immediately introduced Perspex screens
and tensor barriers between team members to
create a safer working environment, limited
area capacities to ensure 2m social distancing,
required team members to wear face
coverings and disposable gloves, and installed
hand sanitising stations and one-way systems
throughout our workspaces.
Utilising IT solutions reduced the need for
60

face-to-face contact, and we introduced a
management tool that allowed line managers
to keep up to date and monitor the health and
wellbeing of each team member remotely.
We also assessed all our buildings and
invested in air-cleaners with UV [ultraviolet]
light and HEPA [high-efficiency particulate
air] filters where necessary.

How has the pandemic (and
consequent industry downturn)
affected your ground handling
operations?
We were committed to ensuring the pandemic
had as little impact on our team members
as possible and looked at ways we could
safeguard jobs. During the pandemic, we have
provided opportunities for team members
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to work in partnership with Cignpost to
carry out Covid-19 PCR [polymerase chain
reaction] testing for the public and airport
staff, as part of the UK government’s testing
and monitoring programme. [Cignpost
Diagnostics is a UK Government-accredited
private Covid-19 screening service provider.]
As airline flight schedules were reduced,
this also meant that a significant amount of
ground handling equipment was taken out
of action and stored. Any equipment that
remained in service was, and continues to be,
part of our rigorous cleaning regime.
As flights and operations recover, we are
conducting checks to ensure compliance, with
each piece of equipment thoroughly cleaned
and disinfected using our disinfection fogging
system (which is part of our EnhancedClean
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programme), with a focus on high-volume
contact areas.

What sorts of personal protective
equipment (PPE) have your handlers
used in the course of their day-to-day
work, and have handling processes
had to be adapted to ensure safety as a
result of the introduction of mandated
social distancing measures?
We provided our ground handling team
members with the appropriate PPE in line
with the tasks that they complete.
We also worked with our team members to
identify PPE requirements dependent on
individual needs, taking into consideration
any medical aspects: for example, powderfree, non-latex gloves and face coverings that
clip directly onto glasses.
We also introduced work bubbles, as well
as staggered shifts and break times, while
setting limits on the number of people
permitted in certain areas to ensure social
distancing. These measures meant we
were able to protect our people, while still
providing and maintaining services.

Do you have plans, and perhaps a
possible schedule, on when and how
ABM Aviation will be able to remove
these precautionary measures? How
will you undertake this process?
As flights continue to increase, we are
aligning our resource needs to that
demand. We are very close to having all
our team members back in the business
after creating almost 1,000 new jobs in the
last eight weeks [the period prior to the
beginning of August].
In terms of precautionary measures,
these, including our Covid vaccine
register and the tracking of isolation/
infections, will be in place for some time
yet. These will only change to remain
aligned with government and client
regulations and will always be based on
the science available.

Do you feel that ABM has played its
part in keeping the global aviation
industry functioning, and allowing it to
do so as safely as possible?
Absolutely. We have provided our services

throughout the pandemic to help protect
our industry. We supported flights that
were converted from passenger to cargo,
and we maintained front-of-house roles to
meet the needs of the airlines and airport
customers.
As an organisation, we have stood up to the
challenges and we will continue to do so with
safety at the front of our minds. Our focus
is on building stronger foundations for the
future and as such, we have invested in new
safety systems, and especially front-end and
customer-facing technology that will enhance
safety.

Amid the pandemic and its unwanted
impact, has your move away from the
OmniServ brand that was well known
in the UK now been completed?
OmniServ became a part of US-based
ABM Industries several years ago. We
were excited to officially transition to
the ABM brand last year. To our clients
and passengers, it meant familiar faces
dedicated to service excellence with a new
look in uniforms, signage and more.
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ATLASAVIA’s training aid
proves its worth at Stuttgart
ATLASAVIA is perhaps best known for its sale and lease of refurbished GSE,
and especially catering high loaders, but it has lately gone into the business
of manufacturing its own equipment for the first time – a training aid for GSE
operators that simulates an aircraft body and is now in use at Stuttgart Airport

C

hristoph Fladung has been
the CEO of ATLASAVIA
since 2019, prior to that
having acted as sales
director at the Frankfurt
Airport-based company.
But his connections with ATLASAVIA
pre-date that – in fact, it was his father who
started the business more than 30 years ago.
ATLASAVIA began life selling and renting
refurbished high loaders, and especially
aircraft catering trucks. It wasn’t until 2015
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that the decision was taken to convert one
of ATLASAVIA’s own scissor vehicles into
a training accessory that could be used to
simulate an aircraft fuselage. This early
prototype – displayed at the inter airport
Europe show in Munich that year – was not
perfect, and was not cheap, but it did show
that such a unit could be made available and
that there was demand for such an accessory.
Later, in 2018, Stuttgart Airport expressed its
interest in acquiring something that could
fufil a similar role and ATLASAVIA built
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from scratch what has been called the Ground
Handling Training Vehicle, also developed
from a scissor-lift unit.
It is not the only such training aid on the
market – for example, Northern Ireland-based
Mallaghan has its Airside Training Vehicle,
also built on a scissor-lift vehicle, designed
for ground handling, workshop and airport
fire crews on GSE operational and safetyrelated issues. But they are rare and the one
built by ATLASAVIA for Stuttgart Airport
and delivered there in spring this year is
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performing well.
The training aid at Stuttgart has been
refined slightly since delivery to marry
up yet more ideally with the airport
operator’s requirements but – highlighting
the success of the tool at the gateway –
a second unit is due to be delivered to
Stuttgart in the next two or three weeks (at
the time of writing in late July).
The tool is ideal for handlers of GSE types
including passenger stairs, belt loaders and
container loaders or other high lifts such as
ambulifts and catering vehicles, but can also
be used for operators of other GSE types,

including air start units (ASUs), lavatory
service units, water trucks and ground
power units (GPUs).
It extends from 1.4m up to a height of more
than 5m to simulate different aircraft types,
while thanks to its modular construction
different aircraft door dimensions can
also be simulated for varied elements of
passenger and cargo operations-related
training. The box unit part of the vehicle
without the scissor-lift chassis can also be
used as a stand-alone solution.
The training aid enables handlers to learn
in familiar surroundings and with their own
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GSE, without the expense and difficulty of
obtaining and using different aircraft types for
training. Particularly importantly, especially
given that so many new aircraft today are
manufactured with carbon fibre that doesn’t
always show the effect of an impact, it also
allows operators to be trained such that they
don’t allow their GSE to come into damaging
contact with aircraft fuselages.
The Ground Handling Training Vehicle
is road legal, so could easily be moved by
handlers across multiple stations at which
they are active as a roving training tool. As
of today, ATLASAVIA is only considering
selling the units, but rent/lease might
be an option at some point in the future.
According to Fladung, the company could
manufacture up to eight such units a year
should demand require it.
Meanwhile, ATLASAVIA’s regular sale
and leasing of refurbished GSE continues.
It’s not been an easy time, of course, and
Fladung is expecting the market to remain
depressed for at least the remainder
of this year. He is hoping to see some
recovery by spring 2022.
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An emissionsfree option for
powering GSE

Jerry Crump, director of
business development at
Green Cubes Technology

Green Cubes Technology supplies
lithium-based power systems for GSE,
an alternative to both diesel engines
with their damaging emissions, and
lead acid battery systems. Jerry Crump,
director of business development,
explains the benefits

C

an you tell us
what Green Cubes
Technology offers the
airport GSE market
in terms of battery
technology?

Green Cubes Technology offers clean
lithium power systems to support
existing and new electric GSE (eGSE)
deployed around the globe. For years, we
had specialised in lead acid and internal
combustion replacement solutions for
material handling equipment, but we’ve
taken that knowledge and applied it
to eGSE and lead acid replacement
solutions.
Our lithium power systems use lithium
iron phosphate (LFP) which, based on
our research, is the best chemistry to
use for eGSE today. It is a very reliable
chemistry with decent energy density;
but, more importantly, it is a very safe
and stable chemistry that doesn’t include
toxic metals.
LFP is compatible with airfield
operations because, unlike traditional
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lead acid, it has great energy charging
and discharging properties that match
up with eGSE usage. It can handle
spikes of draw in electric loaders and
pushbacks without generating large
amounts of heat waste throughout the
system and allows for faster recharging.
This faster recharging allows airside
operations personnel to opportunity
charge between flights and during
personnel break periods.
In addition to the fundamental
chemistry change, we work to optimise
communication and charging protocols.
We’ve worked with several eGSE OEMs
[original equipment manufacturers] to
supply full CAN bus integrated solutions
[a controller area network bus standard
allowing communication between
devices within a system] for their eGSE
to optimise performance between the
battery and the eGSE in which it is
installed.
Similarly, we’ve worked with different
charging solutions to charge batteries
using full CAN communication,
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allowing for highly efficient charging
(up to 98%). Since there is no agreed
upon CAN protocol amongst eGSE
OEMs or charger manufacturers, it does
take some co-operation between Green
Cubes Technology and the OEMs to
provide this solution.

What sorts of customers do you
typically sell to within the aviation
sector?
We are in discussions with several
airlines, cargo operations and ground
handling companies within this market
space. Our goal is to be able to support
any eGSE owner with our green energy
solutions. Our multiple locations
and select channel partners provide
manufacturing and support capabilities
to larger enterprise customers throughout
most regional locations.
We don’t determine our customers based
on size, but rather the level of integration
that is needed and their ability to fully
realise the benefits of our solution.
For example, the type of charging
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infrastructure that they have to support
our product. Though we will do what we
can to make our product work with most
chargers, there are some older chargers
in the market that aren’t compatible with
our solution.
If the charger is not equipped to handle

CAN messages, there is a loss of charging
efficiency due to the charger using a
charging profile (similar to lead acid)
instead of our battery management
system directly communicating with
the charger about how much energy to
provide it.

Away from airports and airport GSE,
do you have other markets for your
lithium technology?
The material handling market is a large
portion of our portfolio, with over 5,000
batteries deployed there. We also provide
solutions to industrial OEM and telecom
and data centres. All of our business are
growing and rely on our Li-ion platforms
to convert older technologies to clean
power. Our diversified markets allow
us to weather economic turbulence
and provides economies of scale for
components.

What particular benefits do you
think your lithium-ion technology
brings to the GSE market and to
your customers in that space?

Green Cubes Technology’s Lithium
SAFEFlex lithium-ion batteries are
compatible with existing electric GSE

Our 35+ years of energy management
knowledge and our 20+ years of GSE
experience enable us to adapt quickly
to the needs of our customers. As our
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knowledge base increases through all
of our verticals, we continually make
enhancements to the products.

In terms of cost, how would GSE
powered by your lithium batteries
compare to other battery-powered
equipment, or to diesel units?
We encourage our customers to look
at two factors when determining total
cost of ownership (TCO): the cost of
procuring the battery or engine, and the
cost of maintaining them, namely CAPEX
(capital expenditure/expenses) and OPEX
(operating expenditure/expenses).
The purchase cost of both diesel and lead
acid has been on the increase over the last
10 years. The opposite is true for lithium
batteries. The upfront costs used to be
very prohibitive for lithium, even with
the advantages it brought to operations
but the cost of lithium solutions has
steadily been on the decline and – in
many markets – procurement costs over

the lifetime of lithium are now cheaper
than lead acid or diesel when applied to a
10-year life cycle.
Not only does LFP have a great life
cycle, it doesn’t have the heavy metals

that require particular care during the
life of the battery. Diesel engines have
increasingly become more complex and
costly due to added emission controls, and
now may require additional maintenance
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items such as diesel emission fluid (DEF),
and a higher grade of diesel fuels than
were needed with previous models.
With all of these technologies, there is a
certain amount of maintenance that goes
into keeping them in top operating form.
LFP is the closest to maintenance-free
of these options. With diesel engines,
handlers need to perform preventive
maintenance (PM) on a regular basis –
using petrochemicals in the process and
generating a waste stream. Handlers also
need to refuel these engines with diesel
fuel that is getting increasingly more
expensive year over year.
With flooded lead acid (FLA), handlers
need to regularly water them, perform
equalisation charges on a set schedule,
and rebalance the pH in the battery. This
can become a costly process over the life
of the battery.
In addition, having a poor battery
maintenance programme can become
costly due to the reduction in battery life.

When factoring in the TCO of LFP versus
diesel or FLA, it’s clear that the life cycle
cost of LFP is now cheaper than either of
the other two technologies.

You mentioned that your business
is growing? Do you expect that
trend to continue, given the evergrowing emphasis being placed by
the aviation industry on emission
reduction?
We are seeing a trend towards lithium
climbing sharply. In certain markets
where FLA does not work as well due to
the operating environment, or markets
where the cost of lead acid batteries has
been prohibitively high, we are seeing
that lithium adoption is faster than in
other markets.
However, with the TCO model now
shifting in favour of lithium, and more of
our markets making significant efforts to
reduce their carbon footprint, we expect
that other markets will adopt lithium.

Our lithium power
systems use lithium
iron phosphate
(LFP) which, based
on our research, is
the best chemistry to
use for eGSE today
Jerry Crump,
Green Cubes Technology

THE NEW
TLTV CHARGER 380

fast . strong . comfortable .
CHARGER 380 - the latest innovation in towbarless aircraft tractor technology. This aircraft
tractor is ideally suited for pushbacks, intergate towing and high-speed maintenance tows.
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Upgrading Samarkand Airport
At the heart of a major upgrade of Samarkand Airport’s airside facilities is Enter
Engineering, one of Central Asia’s largest construction companies. Rustam
Khaidarov, deputy general director for construction of
industrial and civil facilities at Enter, tells Airside about
the project to improve Uzbekistan’s second-busiest
air gateway in preparation for an expected significant
growth in passenger numbers

W

hat has Enter
Engineering
been asked
to do in
terms of the
development
of the airport’s airside areas?

The redevelopment of Samarkand Airport,
first built in 1967, includes the construction
of 24 parking stand areas – which will
accommodate all types of aircraft.
Construction of the new, improved parking
stand areas is now 95% complete.
While Enter’s activity has not included
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Rustam Khaidarov, deputy general
director for construction of industrial
and civil facilities at Enter Engineering

SAMARKAND AIRPORT | INTERVIEW

reconstructing runways, construction of a
new runway is now 80% complete, while the
overall project is also now 80% complete.

How has Enter gone about fulfilling its
responsibilities for this project?
Enter Engineering’s team of highly qualified
specialists has significant, successful
experience executing complex projects to
tight deadlines. This experience guided the
formation of a unit directly responsible for
project implementation, plus specialised units
across the full construction process.
Enter’s main priorities have been working
to tight deadlines and ensuring designs
meet high international standards. Special
attention has been paid to a competitive
selection of materials/equipment suppliers,
and construction services – to comply with
industry standards and to guarantee quality.
Compliance with occupational health and
safety, fire safety, environmental protection
and industrial sanitation has also been of the
highest priority – with an ISO 9001 compliant

Durable, High Quality, Safe
Ground Support Equipment

SPS5800 Passenger Stair

In-house Production of
35 Different Equipment
in 14 Categories

AT5800 Truck Mounted Ambulance SBC7500 Conveyor Belt

CT5800 Catering Truck

Türkiye +90 216 527 42 70 timsan@timsantr.com www.timsan-gse.com @Timsan GSE
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time by eliminating the need to select and
mobilise subcontractors.
The main stages of the project have taken in:
•
•

•
•
•

quality management system in use. Training
(basic and advanced), and the certification of
employees, has also been organised.
Throughout the project we have worked
closely with leading, international partners,
including Kiklop, a Turkish design and
architecture firm and PSK Brig OOO, a
Russian civil construction company.

How has Enter managed the process,
and what has that entailed?

Throughout the project Enter Engineering
has acted as an EPCM [engineering,
production and construction management]
contractor, providing design, supply,
construction and commissioning works, plus
project management.
Given the tight deadlines, the design and
placement of orders for the supply of the
main equipment had to be made in parallel.
Over 80% of the work has been carried out by
the company’s own resources. This has saved

•
•

•

Development of the project
implementation plan
Basic modelling, project development,
resource assessment and project
implementation
Design, specifications, and selection of
building materials/equipment
Mobilising human and technical
resources
Implementation of ORAT (operational
readiness and airport transfer) – an
ORAT programme asks airlines to scope
their requirements, make plans and
prepare for operations, and manage
progress as part of a project to open or
develop an airport facility
Preparation of the construction site
Construction and installation
works, equipment installation and
commissioning
Testing of systems operability and
complex testing of the facility as a whole,
plus further commissioning

And what will be the resulting change
in capacity (and/or efficiency) for the
airport?
When complete, the airport’s capacity will
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Uzbekistan], which is now 95% complete. The
project is one of the most capital-intensive
investment projects in Uzbekistan and in
Central Asia, with a total cost of US$3.6
billion.
The redevelopment of Samarkand Airport is
Enter’s first aviation project. Simultaneously,
Enter is undertaking construction of the
Samarkand Tourism Center.
This large, 212-hectare tourism cluster is
intended for domestic and international
tourism and is anticipated to host next year’s
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation summit.
Both projects are of national importance,
and will contribute to the expansion of
Uzbekistan’s travel, transport and tourism
infrastructure.

When are the improvements to
Samarkand Airport (including work
undertaken by Enter Engineering)
expected to be fulfilled, and what
will that mean for the gateway and
for Uzbekistan?

increase from 350 to 1,000 passengers per
hour, while potential passenger traffic will
increase from 460,000 to 2 million people per
year, and scheduled flight capacity will rise
from 40 to 120 per week.

Has this engineering project
presented any particular challenges?
If so, how have they been overcome?
Unsurprisingly, our greatest challenge
was the pandemic and global measures
taken to prevent the spread of the virus.
This affected the supply of materials and
equipment, access of qualified personnel
into Uzbekistan, and project timings.
However, we took several effective
measures to mitigate the worst effects and
restrictions. This has allowed us to meet our
construction deadlines.
For example, we implemented an action
plan to prevent and reduce the risk of
infection of project workers. This included
the use of personal protective equipment
(PPE), measuring the temperature of

72

employees, good hand hygiene practices
and training personnel in infection
prevention and control. We also introduced
a quarantine system to manage any workers
suspected of being infected, and their
supervision by qualified medical personnel.

Has Enter Engineering previously
overseen work at Samarkand – or at
any other airports in Uzbekistan or
elsewhere?
Enter Engineering is one of Central
Asia’s largest engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC) companies and
to date has completed 32 industrial
and civil construction projects worth
a total of US$2.5 billion. This includes
the construction of Humo Arena
Multifunctional Ice Complex project in
Tashkent, and a specialised 5,000-bed
multi-disciplinary medical complex for
Covid-19 patients.
Enter is also a contractor on a huge GTL (gas
to liquids) plant [in the Kashkadarya region of
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The redevelopment of Samarkand
International Airport is set for completion
in September 2021. The new facility will
have the capacity to cope with increased
numbers of domestic and international
travellers. It will also create jobs and
increase tax revenues for Uzbekistan.
For tourists, it will help them form
positive first impressions of the country,
encouraging them to spread positive news
about why to visit Uzbekistan. Tourists can
be domestic visitors too, so it encourages
our own citizens to travel across their
own country. This is good socially and
economically.
Airports also connect trade, both business
executives travelling and companies
shipping cargo. Larger, more efficient
airports make foreign direct investment
(FDI) easier, which encourages commerce
and provides access to valuable foreign
currencies. All of this will have a positive
net effect.
As Uzbekistan invests in its airport
infrastructure and tourism and strengthens
its international links, a newly redeveloped
Samarkand International Airport will play
a transformational role in Uzbekistan (and
Samarkand’s) growth and development.
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